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Chicago arts patron Lewis Manilow
will speak to graduate students on June 1

By Neda Slmeonova

By Kevin B. O'Reilly

News Editor
Elise Aliberti, a graduate Film student at Columbia,
is every lender 's dream. Next year, when Aliberti crosses the graduation stage in June, she will leave
Columbia not only with a diploma, but also with a more
troublesome piece of paper: a student loan note for
$54,000. lf all goes well, 25-year-old Aliberti fi gures it
will take her anywhere from 15 to 30 years to pay off
her loan.
Add to this the $16,000 debt from her undergraduate
degree in theater at DePaul University. And don't forget the $ 10,000 in credit card debt Aliberti amassed
buying books and film production materials during her
years as a student.
Aliberti is one of the growing number of 20-somethings who are leaving college deeply in debt.
In the year 2000, students with bachelor's degrees
from public institutions graduated with an average of
$ 15,375 in student loans ($ 17,250 for those at private
institutions). For the same year, students with master's
degrees from public institutions graduated with an
average of $ 17,341 in student loans. From private
institutions, students graduated with an average of
$24,000, according to a report by the American Council
on Education.
At Columbia, approximately 5 1 percent of students
take on some form of financial aid. Of that population,
68 to 75 percent take loans, said John Olino,
Columbia's director of Student Financial Services. The
average amount borrowed by students during the 20002001 academic year was approximately $3,800 for
Columbia undergraduate students and $ 18,000 for
graduate students, according to Columbia's Financial
Aid Office.

tr1 C::

Assistant Editor

"This is a big change from the early '90s, when the
ratio between grants and loans was 60 percent grants
and 40 percent loans," Ol ino said. "Now it is 60 percent loans and 40 percent grants."
Student credit card debt has also skyrocketed over
the last several years. Average student credit card
debt rose from $ 1,879 in 1998 to $2,748 in 2000,
according to the student loan agency Nellie Mae.

See Student debt, pages 4 and 5

Student-produced mural on display

Groundbreaking dancer and choreographer Jawole Willa
Jo Zollar will deliver the undergraduate commencement
speech Sunday, June 2, at which author Grace Paley and
actor Alan Arkin will be given honorary degrees.
Like Paley and Arkin, Zollar will also be given an honorary doctorate before delivering her speech.
"She's not a household name,'' said Mark Kelly, vice
president of Student Affairs. " But students will leave- I
guarantee you-blown away by this woman. Her speech
will rely little on pomp and circumstance and very much
on her passion and intellect."
Zollar is the founder and artistic director of Urban Bush
Women. a dance company that combines contemporary
and traditional African dance forms. The company will
be in residence at the Dance Center beginning in June.
Zollar received a bachelor's degree in dance from the
University of Missouri-Kansas City. Zollar also has a
master's degree in fine arts from Florida State University
where she is a tenure professor of dance.
"[Zollar] will do a great job at saying something of substance that will mean a lot to students~specially our students." Kelly said. ''What she ·s going to talk about are
her reflections about the j ourneys and challenges and
struggles that our graduates will face [in the world of arts
and communications]."
Grace Paley is known for her collections of short stories

"The No. 1 thing we were
trying to do in selection of honorees
was find individuals who truly fit the
mission and purpose of
Columbia,"
- Mark K elly
The Lirrle Disturbances of Man. Enormous Changes at
the Last Minute and Later the Same Day.
"She is that rare kind of writer." cultural critic Susan
Sontag has said of Paley. "A natural with a voice like
no one else 's: funn y. sad. lean. modest. energetic.
acute."
A lan Arkin. an actor and director on stage. in televisio n and film . wi ll also be given an honorary doctorate.
For the past two seasons Arkin has starred in A&E's
cri lically acclaimed series. "I 00 Centre S!rect."
Previously. he has starred in fi lms such as "Glengarry
G len Ross." "The Russians Are Coming." "The Slums
of Beverly Hills" and "The Sunshine Boys."
Last fa ll. Ark in- a founder of the Second City impro v
troupe- taught a workshop in improvisatio n at
Co lumbia.
"The No. I thing we were try ing to do in selection of

honorees was find individuals who 1nlly fil the mission
and purpose of Columhia College." Kell y said. "The,e
indiv iduals-all very diffcrcnl- all reflccl our values.
and lhei r lives and accomplishmcnls should he importan t to our stuU.cnt s."

Arts patron. Lewis Manilow w ill speak at the graduate comme ncement on Saturday. June I. Nlanilow. who

wi ll also receive an honorary doctorate. was instrumt:ntal in reviving C h icago's theater district. w hic h includt..•s

!he renovalion of the Goodman Theatre. Manilow also
played a crucial role in fo und ing and prov iding finan-

c ial hacking for !he Museum of Coll!emporary Art .
The undergraduate commencement will also feature ;1
wide array of graduating students ' work. according to
Joe S. Tamborello/Chronicle

Columbia's Mural Painting class is producing a wall mural on the third floor of the 623 S. Wabash Ave.
building. Painters participating In the project include: Abel Arciniega, Jennifer Didier, Christina Felix,
Haydee Franco, Katherine Hodges, Michele Jubiak, Jeff Kuhnle, Oscar Loubriel, Juliana Martinez, Raul
Mendez, Dave Olson and Robin Tomllns. See story on page 2.

Kelly. This work will run the gamul from dance In pholography art and design 10 poc1ry.
Kell y a lso promised !hal !he cere mony would ru n a
half an hour Jess than the. usual three-hour runnint.!. time.
··we don't wan t to be like. the Oscars. going w~~y \l\' t'r

our lime.'' Kel ly said.
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Memorial service to be
held in honor of Ed Morris
· A memona l service will be held m honor of Ed Morns
on Thwsday. June 6, at 3 p.m m the Getz Theater. 72
E 11 t St Organrzers ask that a ll students, faculty, staff
and fnends JOin the celebratron m memory of "our wonderful fnend and colleague " lmmedrately followrng the
servrce , refreshments wrll be served 1n Room 207 of the
1104 S Wabash Ave buildrng For more rnformatron
call (312 ) 344-7277

Faculty member receives
award for nonfiction work

I

I

Full-time faculty member Patricia Ann McNair received
a grant award by the Illinois Arts Council for her creative,
nonfictron work. Thrs award was grven for a collection o
essays-in-progress, among them "And These Are Good
Times." "Of Fathers, Lovers, Brothers and Coffee." and
an essay that appeared in Air Canada's in-flight magazine. En-Route.

The experimental percussion group SO performed following a lecture given by "Mourning Wall" mural creator Ellen
Corey Friday, May 10 at the Museum of Contemporary Photography, 600 S. Michigan Ave. building
'

Columbia hosts Youth Theater
Festival at Vittum Theater

Student filmmakers offered various
opportunities to present their work

. The_Youth Theater Coalition of Chicago, in collabora tron wrth the Office of Community Arts Partnerships and
the Theater department, will be hosting the third annual
Youth Theater Festival. The festiva l will be held from
Friday, May 31 to Sunday, J une 2 at the Vittum Theater,
1012 N. Noble St. There will be a pe rformance held
each night at 7 p.m. and a matinee performance held
Sunday at 3 p.m.
Tickets to the festival a re $1 0 for adults and $5 for students a nd minors under 21 years old . Gro ups of 10 or
more can order tickets for $5 pe r person. Weekend
passes are a lso ava ila ble for $30 fo r adults and $15 for
students. For more information and to order tickets call

0
Wednesday night screenings a
place for students to feature films
By Michael Hlrtzer
A&E Editor

(312) 344-8873.

So you've made a film-you wrote a screenplay, cast
your actors and crew, scouted locations, shot the scenes
to created a cohesive story. Now what do you do with it?
"Screening your film is the most important part of the
process," said sophomore Screenwriting major Ulisis
Orduno.
The Film department's Wednesday night screenings,
now in their second year, g ive students an opportunity to
exhibit their films, according to series founder and pro1 grammer Ted Hardin. Hardin, who was a programmer at
the Wexner Center for the Arts in Columbus, Ohio as
well as a professor at the University of Arizona, began
teaching at Columbia with the intention of starting a student screen ing series.
Screening your film helps students realize they "didn't
make a film to sit on your shelf to pull down and impress
your fami ly and friends," Hardin said. "You actually
made it to connect with other people."
The post-screening question-and-answer forum gives
valuable feedback, Hardin added. "The questions you
ask within your work- whether they're experimental or
in a story- are important, and other people are going to
tell you that," he said. By seeing what catches the audience's attention, filmmakers can see what works and
what doesn 't, Orduno said.
Students eager to show their films have a variety of
other options aside from Columbia's Wednesday night
screenings, which, for the first time, booked their entire

Entrepreneurship Awards to
be held at Fairmont Hotel
Columbia is hosting the sixth annual Paul Berger
Entrepreneurship Awards and Benefit Luncheon on
Wednesday, June 5 . The event will be held in the Moulin
Rouge Room at the Fairmont Hotel , 200 N. Columbus
Drive. The event will begin at noon and honor the spirit
of entrepreneurship and outstanding service in the field
of arts management. Tickets are $85. For more information and reservations , call (312) 663-1124.

Reading held to commemorate
release of student publication
The Office of Community Arts Partnerships is sponsoring the release of Split Second, the new anthology of
wnling from students at Prerce and Sabin Middle
Schools. During the event, students from both schools
will read their works. The reading will be held
Wednesday, May 29 from 11 :30 a .m. to 1:30 p.m. at the
Narrative Arts Center, 33 E. Congress Pkwy. For more
rnformation contact project coordinator, Lott Hill at (312)
344-8863 or by email at Lhill@col um .edu.

~

Screening series to feature
Columbia Alumni films
Thrs week, the Film and Video department's weekly
screemng senes features the work of two Columbia
a lumnr. "Faithless." by Kirby Ashley and "Breakers
Incorporated." by Ken Czechanskr will be featured at 6
p m on Wednesday, May 22. 1104 S Wabash Ave .,
Room 302 For more rnformatron call (312 ) 344-6708.

Muralists tackle school's bare wall
1

0
Mural's creators aim to make it a
political piece
By Laurie Salgado
Staff Writer

If you have an upcoming
event o r announcement,
please call the Chronicle's

news desk at

(3 J2) 344-8568.
To reserve ad space call
(312) 344-7432.

sched ule within the semester's first month.
The B ig Screen highlights the best in student animation, documentary, experimental and narrative fil ms. Not
only do students get a chance to show their films to those
in the industry and students alike, but cash prizes are
awarded to the winner. The sixth annual B ig Screen will
be held Thursday, May 23, at the Harold Washington
Auditorium, 400 S. State St., at 7 p.m.
Square One, a cafe/lounge in Wicker Park (156 1 N.
M ilwaukee Ave.) is also starting a screening series on
Sundays, from 3 to 6 p.m. Owner Eric Williams said,
"One of the reasons we designed this place is to show
student fi lms." He said he's looking for a few ambitious
students to spearhead the screenings. He said they would
do things like working with filmmakers and previewing
prospective films. For more information leave a message for coordinator Sonia Hassan at (773) 227-7111.
Hardin said the emergence of smaller independent
screenings in galleries and lounges show that "cinema
is a larger process with community attached. [It's not)
some squirrely guy with an editing machine."
Students can also submit their films to the Chicago
Community Cinema Web site
(www.chicagocommunitycinema.com), the long-running film series held each month at Excalibur
Nightclub, 632 N. Dearborn Ave. (This month 's
screening happens Tuesday, June 4, at 6 p.m.)
Other outlets include the Underground Film Festival
(www.cuff.org) and Northwestern's Flicker Film
Festival, as well as numerous other events, including
occasional screenings in Columbia's Ludington building, II 04 S. Wabash Ave., that happen on Fridays.
While all of these outlets exist to cater to student
work, none of them can survive unless students submit
their films. "We're the one's throwing [a) party,"
Hardin said, "but we don't supply the conversation."

Under the ins truction of Mario Castillo, one of
C hicag o's pioneer muralists in the I ?60s , Columbia's
Mural Painting class is producin g a wa ll murul on the
th ird ll oor of the 623 S. Wabash live. bui lding.
llfi cr creating severa l s keletal structures and co lor
schemes, the class democratically cnncc ptunli1.ed a
colorful mural that will, as Cas tillo said, "puy homnge
to creativ ity throughout the ages by using imnges from
art his torY.-"
Cus tollo said mura ls ha ve lon g been cons idered
politicul stntcments or street an, 1111d he has been
somewhat criticized fiJr producing n murn l that dea ls
with urt history insteud of one with n profiJUnd politica I messnge .

Castill o said he hopes the piece will surpass the
mainstream notion that murals are created in the ghetto and the barrio. With this painting, Castillo said he
anticipates art histo ry mural s validated as political
pieces.
"Through art history, we have references to some o f
the most beautiful images humanity hns produced
through the ages. lind coming from ditli:rent cultures.
hope fully what we want to say is nil these images can
exo st peacefu lly and in harmo ny on a wall. It 's kind of
like 1111 oppos ite to what's goi ng o n in the world; S<'
much trugedy, so much nn!_ler ami so much wur nnd SL'
much violence . lind so we want to cmmtcrnct tlmt nnd
say through diversity, und through multiculturulism
und these images , we enn puy homugc to nil the cui·
turcs und have respect for one nnothcr."
. Rn~ol ~cndc, , n ~rnph k desil!n mnjor. nnd senior in
( nstollo s Mumll'nonton!_l dnss snld \MU lto hns tllllght
him to res pect n vnriety of nrt limns ntlll their c ulturol
roots. Mcndc.t hopes this is rcllcctcd In the mural.

See M~nl, paae 10
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Students discuss career
opportunities with pros
to move on to the next station.
Not only was AdStock 2002 a
chance for students to make connections to he lp thei r careers, it
was also an opportunity for students to mingle with one another
and have some food and some
fun.
The band Evan's Out played at
By Jllllan Helmer
the event, performing several
Managing Editor
one-minute sets whi le students
Students from Columbia's were moving between roundtaAdvertising, Marketing and Public bles. They also had a chance to
Relations departments had a play some of origina l songs in
chance to meet with professionals their entirety, according to the
in their fields at AdStock 2002 on band's manager and FAB member
Wednesday, May 15, in the Hokin Lynn Clementi.
Annex.
" In the 60-second performancThe Freshman Advisory Board es, [they] played some Blink 182
and the Marketing Commun i- and Green Day-stuff people
cation department organized the would recognize-plus bits of
event, according to Shanita their own songs," Clementi said.
Akintonde, liaison for the FAB. "[They] got to play some of
She said AdStock 2002 drew near- [their] own songs full-length."
Clementi said that for the most
ly 200 students and gave them a
chance to discuss career possibili- part, the band seemed to be wellties with people working in the received by the people attending
field.
AdStock 2002.
Some of the professionals offerAnother highlight of the event
ing advice to students included was a raffle with "shadow day"
Jennifer Speritzer, account planner prizes, which offered the winners
for Euro RSCG McConnaughy a chance to follow a professional
Tatham; John Bigness, vice presi- for a day to see what his or her
dent of public affairs at Kemper career is like.
Lesnik; and Angela Small, senior
Shaun Redd, a Marketing
manager in promotion and Gigi Communication freshman at
Pavelec, senior research manger, Columbia and one of the raffle
both of the Quaker Oats Company. w inners, wi ll be shadowing
" I got a lot out of [AdStock Pavelec at the Quaker Oats
2002]," said Danielle Barbetta, an Company.
Interdisc iplinary
major
at
Another winner, Ryan Duggan,
Co lumbia. " I got some names and an Advertising freshman, will be
numbers-there's a nice variety of shadowing Miguel Hernandez at
people here representing different Euro RSCG McConnaughty
ways you can go in advertising."
Tatham.
AdStock 2002 featured several
" I thought [AdStock 2002] was
roundtables where a few students good, especially if you don ' t
could meet for roughly 15 minutes know what you want to do," sa id
with experts in advertising, mar- Andy Kohman, a Advertising senketing or public relations and then ior. " It would have helped me
were cued with a musical interlude more if I were a freshman."

0
AdStock
2002
draws
almost
200
Advertising, Marketing
and Public Relations
students

Video yearbook captures
student college experiences
0
diggtT yearbook
shows student perspective
from inside the classroom

By Cathleen Loud
Staff Writer
Recalling college memories can
now be as easy as flipping on the
television and popping in a DVD
thanks to digg/ T. The digital yearbook documents the Columbia
experience, throughout the 200 12002 school year.
"The video yearbook captures all
the wonderful, quirky things that
go on at Columbia," said Mark
Kelly, vice president of Student
Affairs, who was the catalyst for
digg/T's creation. " It is an honest
and c_ompelling look at Columbia,"
he saod.
The filming and production of
digg/T has gone on throughout the
year by Columbia alumni John
Farbrother and Samantha Sanders.
Last year, they produced a film for
graduating seniors that documented the senior c lass and commencement. During its filming, they had
the opportunity to see what goes on
at Columbia outside of the Fi lm
department.
"We discovered the amazing
amount of talent and enthusiasm

that we hadn't fully seen,"
Farbrother said. They said that
producing a video yearbook for the
entire student body would be the
best way to share these experiences.
This year's piece wil l be much
more comprehensive than last
year's video.
"While it will include commencement activities like the
g raduation process and departmental senior parties, its major
focus is st udent Ii fe and the
d iverse creativity and passion that
Columbia students have for the ir
work" Sanders said.
Farbrother and Sanders have
been a ll over campus fi lming for
digg!T. Some events covered
include fashion, art and photography shows; theatrical performances; talent showcases and lectures
by guest speakers li ke Carol
Burnett and A lan Arkin. The fi lm
will show the student perspective
from inside the c lassroom and outside from people-on-the-street
interviews. Issues li ke the SGA
elections, the fight against cuts in
the MAP Grant, student opinions
and reactions to Sept. II and the
war are a lso documented on the
film . A roundup of the 2002
undergraduate
commencement
wi ll also be included.

See Yearbook, page 10

Michael Schm<WChronicle

The parking lot located on State Street between Harrison Avenue and Congress Parkway closed
on May 8 for the construction of the superdonn.

South Loop parking lots make
way for high-rise buildings
0
Columbia students
concern grows as parking
availability lessens

By Kristen Glanfortune
Contibuting Writer
Surface parking lots near Columbia in the
South Loop are being eliminated due to the
construction of high-rise buildings.
" I have to have my car," said Orlando
Mendoza, a student from Columbia who pays
more than $8 per day to park his car at a surface parking lot.
Standard Parking, located on State Street
between Harri son Avenue and Congress
Parkway, closed its blacktop May 8 for construction of the "super dorm" while Park I , at
the corner of Harrison Avenue and Wabash
Avenue next to George Diamond's
Steakhouse, will also close this summer for
the construction of a multilevel SRO (singleroom occupancy) building.
All right Parking, on the corner of Wabash
Avenue and Balbo Drive, will also be eliminated soon, according to Kevin Blinkal, manager of Buddy Guy's Legends- the blues club
that w ill be relocated there. Planning for the
12-story Sam-Isabel building has spanned
more than two years and it will not include
any sort of parking faci lity, Blinkal said.
When asked where people are supposed to
park in the South Loop, Madeline Haithcock,
alderman of the 2nd Ward, said, "Don't
drive."
But Mendoza drives to school every day and
always has.
·
Although Mendoza doesn't like leaving keys
with a parking attendant and does not like his
car being moved frequently around a parking
lot, he thinks public transportation is much
worse. As for driving to the South Loop next
fall, Mendoza said he wi ll have to wait and see
how difficult it will be to find parking, but
hopes he will be able to at an affordable rate.
" It's very hard for college students to have
cars in the c ity," Haithcock said. "I would like
to have more parking [near Columbia], but it
isn't feasib le."
Haithcock said there is simply not enough
land for surface parking lots near the school
considering the South Loop is now seen as
"green space." The area itself is undergoing
massive redevelopment, including the addition of high-priced condominiums and retail
businesses.
Despite redevelopment and the growing
problem of parking-or lack thereofHaithcock said students and employees of the
South Loop are not complaining.

Mario Furmanczyk, also a Columbia student, said he usually circles around the South
Loop to find meter parking and occasionally
parks in lots, where he pays about $12. He
only drives to school when he has one class
because "the Metra train is pretty expensive
and

time~consuming."

Haithcock compared Chicago to New York
in terms of the problems that major metropolitan areas face with parking and constant
redevelopment. The South Loop has also
caught the attention of Mayor Richard M.
Daley, who Haithcock said "has been concerned [about parking] for a very, very long
time."
The ciry has been working on an underground parking facility in Grant Park to compensate for the increasing number of drivers
who park in the South Loop, according to
Haithcock. But it would not be as close to
Columbia as the surface parking lots are.
Haithcock- who takes public transportation when coming into the city-said she has
no say in what private parking companies do
with their land. She said she would like to
reroute more public transportation into the
South Loop--not only to improve the problem of where to park, but to ease the general
congestion cars create.
" I wish I could stop people from selling
their property, but I can't," Ha ithcock said.
Parking is only one of the many complaints
the residents of the 2nd District have. "The
people that vote for me have other complaints- they don' t like the high-rises coming up," Haithcock said.
She is currently attempting to stop the construction of a 30-story high-rise that woul d
be located at Congress Parkway and State
Street across the street from the Harold
Washington Library.
For Columb ia students who do not drive
and park in the lots, the elimination of
Standard Parking and All right Parking is not
terrible news. The super dorm may house as
many as 600 future Columbia students . The
current Buddy G uy's blues club, which was
donated to the school in I 999, will become a
student union where students can socialize,
eat and maybe even enjoy a 300-seat auditorium. Plans are not yet final.
Guy's building will also have a parking lot
directly behind it.
For Columbia students who need to drive
or simply cannot be without their car, the
parking alternatives are meters, the Grant
Park lot or the few remaining surface parking lots. But these options may diminish as
we ll since the South Loop community is
continuing to expand and isn't showing any
signs of stopping in the near future.

VISIT US ON THE WEB AT WWW.COLlJMBIACHRONICLE.COM
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Student debt: ·sor..Y,- b~t your education has been repossessed
Continued from Front Page

Almost 80 percent of undergraduate students have
at least one credit card and one third of them have
four or more credit cards.
That combined debt load has provided some startling numbers. According to Nellie Mae's 200 I
Credit Card Usage Analysis, graduating students
have an average of $20,402 in combined education
loan and credit card debt.
The trend is alarming, say financial experts, for a
number of reasons: loan defa ults, debt-to-income
ratios that are clouding recent graduates' credit
reports and their buying power and, particularly,
bankruptcies. According to a study released by the
Harvard School of Law, bankruptcies filed by people
under the age of 25 grew to a record high of 94,7 17
in 2000.
And as the cost of higher education continues to
skyrocket, this could be just the tip o( the iceberg,
said experts.
Bryan Pomeroy, director of the Financial Aid
Office at the College of Lake County, said that there
are several factors that have led to an increase in student loans.
"First, the cost of education has increased but
grants and scholarships have not been keeping up
with the cost of education. Therefore, the government has opened up the loan program and has said,
' If you need money, you get it, but you' II have to pay
it back,"' Pomeroy said.
Olino also believes that more students get loans
because the grants have not kept up pace with the
increasing cost of higher education.
"The relationship between grants, tuition and fees
have widened the gap, and the gap has been filled
with loans," Olino said.
According to Pomeroy, the second factor is the rise
in enrollment. This year, the College of Lake County
has more students enrolled due to the current economic recession, he said.
In additi on, many students approach their higher
education unprepared financially and are looking to
defer their loans until graduation, Pomeroy said.
Pomeroy explained that in 1999 the College of
Lake County had repossessed $700,000 in student
loans. Three years later, this number has increased to
$2.5 million. He believes that one of die reasons is
because students are borrowing student loans to pay
off their credit cards and other debts.
"They get in situations with their credit cards, car
payments and high rents, and they borrow money to
pay them off," he said.
Student loans are used in relation to the cost of
attendance in a particular school and they are meant
to be spent on education only. If students are taking
larger loans in order to repay other debt or for consumer purposes, this is illegal, according to Kathleen
Gibbons, editor and program manager of Nellie Mae.
In addition to student loans sponsored by the government, students can also take out private student
loans. According to the Columbia Financial Aid
Office, these loans should be viewed as a last resort
to funding a college education.
For example, Maral Karagozian, a Columbia ma ~· 
azine Journalism senior, said that she would have to
take out a private loan in order to pay off her last
year of school. However, she plans to take out a larger loan to cover additional expenses.
"I am about $3,000 behind on my tuition, but I am

going to take out at least $5,000," Karagozian said.
" I want to have endugh to significantly cut my credit card debt and also use some of it to travel."
Though Karagozian said that she had not taken out
a private loan yet, she was not concerned about the
high inter~st rates.
"Whatever and whoever gives it to me, I'll take it
because my credit is so bad," she said.

Credit card chaos

According to Pomeroy, credit cards " are really
starting to choke our students. It is so much easier to
get a credit card today than several years ago,'' he
said.
Currently, Karagozian is not aware of how much
her loans will total up to. Her main concern is her
credit card debt. With as many as three major credit
cards and three department store cards, Karagozian
built up about $12,000 in debt.
"I did that literally in a little over a year. I did a
couple of vacations and I was between jobs for about
two months," she said.
While jobless, Karagozian found herself borrowing
money from her sister and charging everything on
her credit cards.
"I also had car payments and I figured credit cards
could wait," Karagozian said.

Students are borrowing more ·
In 1999, a College of Lake County student borrowed an average of $2,000 to $2,500 for the two to
three years that they spent at the school before they
moved on to another college for their bachelor's
degree, according to Pomeroy.
In 2002, however, the average amount borrowed
has risen between $5,200 and $5,300. Pomeroy said
that since 1999 the cost of education has only gone
up a few dollars to a total of $600 per school year.
Tamara Rogers, student financial aid director at
DePaul University, believes that the increase of student loans is due to an increase in their availability.
The federal government has simplified the process
and changed the eligibility, which has made it easier
for students to get loans, Rogers said.
Often when students borrow money they do not
think about the consequ,ences, officials said.
" There are so many Bl!i things that could happen.
Students are obligated by law to repay their loan,"
Gibbons said.
''Negative consequences come if students don't talk
to their lenders. Then they go into delinquency and
then default," Gibbons said.
When a loan goes into default, it affects a student's
credit and goes on student's credit report for up to
seven years.
"Default is reported to a credit bureau and that will
greatly impact a student in his or her life," Gibbons
said.
This can prevent a student from getting additional
loans, buying cars, renting apartments and finally
getting a mortgage, she said.
Although the current default rate is lower than it
used to be several years ago, Rogers said that it does
not mean students are going to have an easier time
paying off their debts than before.
"Because of the current economic situation, they

w ill have a very difficult time finding employment,"
she said. After graduation, students are given a sixmonth grace period to find a job before they need to
start paying, explained Rogers.
According to Pomeroy, students do not think about
the consequences and have a casual approach to debt
because loans are so easy to get.
"Obviously the impact from that is that the student
is putting their back against the wall. They will have
to get a very well-payirig job in order to pay off their.
debt after graduation. An entry-level position simply
won't do for them," he explained.

Penalties of defaulting

Pomeroy said he thinks many students are not
aware of the potenti.a l outcome. A student defaulting
on a student loan is differertt from defaulting on a car
loan, he said. ·Because bankruptcy laws liave
changed, student lq~s carinot be forgiven through a
banKruptcy. • •
•
- "What .the [governrnent] will do is garnish your
wages, seize any property that you own, also any tax
refund that you might be getting. The government
has proven to be a very effective collector," Pomeroy :
said . .
According to Gibbons, it is only in very limited circumstances that bankruptcy can excuse students
from repaying.
The experts agree that education loans can be a trap
for students who are careless with their money.
Whether it is a case in which students lookell at loans
as easy money or because they do not keep in touch
with their lenders and let things ride, there are various steps that could be taken t«? prevent financial burdens.
•
Donna Peltz, director of financial aid at Wheaton
College, suggests that students look into debt counseling. According to her, the government requires
students to go through entrance and exit counseling
when they take out a loan, which he1ps students understand that it is a loan and they need to pay it
back.
"Students are sometimes extravagant with their
money. Often they have not bj;en, taught the respqnsibility of budgeting," Peltz said.
·'
· ~L
She thinks that students should aJso consider·loan
consolidation. Current interest rates are very low and
they .are ex}Jected to be even lower next year, she
said. She recommended loans with fixed interest
rates. ' According to Peltz, it is"best for• students fo
talk to the lender about consolidation because ther~
could be a downside such as a loss of the six-month
grace period.

Credit counsellnl!

While Pomeroy agrees 'lliat students who have
already acquired high debt should lpok into credit
counseling organizations and groups, he also suggests that students look at employment during education. Pomeroy said that holding a job for 20' to 30
hours a week could not only improve students' education skills, but could also teach students how to
manage themselves better.
•
"If I knew more about debt management, I still
would have gone ahead with the credit cards,"

See top of page 5
Graph~

by Ashlieigh Pacetti/Chronicle

Graphic Information (Below and Right) courtesy of student loan company Nellie Mae.
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Karagozian said. "I just would have been and get information about payment options in
more careful."
ord~r to avoid negative consequences, she
Karagozian said that nobody explained to explained.
Depending on the type of career a student
her how dangerous credit cards could be and
said that she now understands why credit card pursues, Gibbons said that borrowing money
c.ompanies are interested in targeting inexpe- for a master's degree would only increase stunenced college students. When talking to dent debt. In addition, from an enrollment
other college students about debt, she realized standpoint, it is not a good idea for students to
apply for a master's program, just to avoid
that many were in the same boat as she.
"My credit is very bad now. I am scared that paying their undergraduate loans back right
in the future I won't be able to rent an apart- away, Gibbons advised.
ment or buy a house one day," Karagozian
"If they go to graduate school and drop out
said. "I think that this would affect me for the without getting a degree, that would only
rest of my life."
increase their debt," she said.
Students such as Aliberti will be the first
Students also need to consider the di fference between private and federal loans and group of borrowers who will hopefully heed
determine which offer the lowest interest the advice of the experts.
Aliberti, with more than $80,000 of debt as
rates, suggested Rogers. She highly recommends that students take advantage of any of the summer of 2003, said that she has
debt counseling
learned the hard way
that is available at
about the seriousness
of her debt.
school, by the
"When I was an
government
or
undergrad, I treated
even
on
the
my
loans like they
Internet.
were free money. It
"Before students
is a bad trap. It's just
go to take out a
that loans are so easloan for their second year of school
ily available and
or next year's
that's the first thing
they
show you in the
package,
they
financial aid office,
should go to a
counselor
and - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - but I haven' t really
seen any debt mandetermine
how
much they have already borrowed and deter- agement seminars available. There isn ' t
mine how much they need for their next year, enough information about that at all," Aliberti
and think, ' How can I borrow less?"' Rogers said.
Despite her debt load, Aliberti is not worsaid.
She also emphasized the importance of lim- ried that she will be able to maintain a decent
iting credit card debt. According to Rogers, lifestyle with her first job.
"If I get a good job where I make about
credit cards should not be used for entertainment or vacation, only for emergency purpos- $40,000 a year, I am confident that I'll be able
es. Students can prevent high credit card debt to pay off my loans. When I get out, I think to
if they use their credit card to buy books and cover both my loans I will have to be making
make sure to use their book refunds loan to about $400 to $500 payments a month so that
pay the credit card bills in full.
I can pay everything off in 15 years," she
"Students many times will get refunds and explained.
what they normally do with that refund is
However, Aliberti is well aware of the chalspend it. Why not take it and pay back your lenges she may be fac ing over the next I 0
years.
loan?" Rogers questioned.
According to Gibbons, borrowers should
"You never know, but I am hoping that I
keep in mind that there are many options won't have to be starting a family soon
available.
because I won't be able to afford it. But I have
Student borrowers need to contact lenders to be positive," Aliberti said.

Bush abandons student loan
proposal after student reaction
both sides of the house," he
said of the disapproval demonstrated by both Republicans
The Towerllght (Towson U.)
and Democrats.
To change the terms of a loan
(U-WIRE) TOWSON, Md.After receiving criticism from without ample forewarning to
students and legislators alike, students is unacceptable, he
the White House abandoned a said.
"To be told after they've comproposal in early May that
would have prevented the con- mitted themselves to several
of loans is a breach of
years
solidation of loans at a longcontract because they were
term fiXed rate.
The proposal, which 'Was pre- operating under a false assumpto
Republican tion," he said.
sented
Pecora said he felt the adminCongressional leaders, would
have changed the interest rate istration may have introduced
charged to those who consoli- the proposal to offset costs
date their federal loans from a brought on by increases in the
Pell Grant program.
fixed rate to a variable rate.
"They were robbing Peter to
The cut would have cost
pay
Paul," Pecora said. "They
graduates
an
additional
taking money from stuwere
$10,000 over the life of their
loans and saved S1.3 billion, dents who were paying back
one-thousalldth the cost of loans to help fund an underPresident George W. Bush' s funded grant program desperately needed by our needy stuS1.3-trillion tax cut.
The proposal drew additional dents."
In the 2000-2001 school year,
interest because on July 1 the
interest rate on student loans is 6,203 TU students received
scheduled to decrease to a loans. In the direct student loan
5,918
students
record low of about 4 percent program,
from the current rate of 6 per- received approximately $26
million, while 540 students
cent.
Realizing the potential impact were awarded almost $2 milto students and graduates, in a lion in Perkins loans.
While students also receive
meeting last Tuesday the Black
Student Union discussed spon- private leans, Pecora said direct
student loans and Perkins loans
sorin~ a petition drive in conjunction with the African- are the primary loans .students
American Cultural Center to
"The cut would have
oppose to the proposal.
More than 70 percent of
cost graduates an
Towson University students
additional $10,000 over
who receive fmancial aid
receive loans.
the life of their loans
Yvonne Hardy-Phyllips,
and saved $1.3 billion,
director of the AACC, said it
was "incredible" that the govone-thousandth the
ernment would consider saving
cost of President
money in this way.
"They're trying to chip away
George
W. Bush's $1.3at the deficit they created with
trillion tax cut."
the tax cuts," she said.
The intent of the petition
drive was to send a clear mes- consolidate into one payment
sage to the legislature that the plan.
Despite the vast impact the
proposal is something students,
faculty and staff are not in proposal would have had on colfavor of because it would hurt lege students, Hardy-Phy llips
future enrollment and current said many students were not
graduates paying off loans, even aware of the loan proposal.
She felt the issue was not adeHardy-Phyllips said.
Director of Financial Aid quately covered on television
Vmce Pecora called the efforts news, which she said is tainted
of the BSU and AACC a because of its corporate influence.
"responsible reaction."
However, it is the responsibilPecora said the financial aid
office has been promoting con- ity of students to become politisolidation to students for many cally aware, she added.
"We have to be more politicalyears, and did not endorse the
ly active," Hardy-Phyllips said.
plan to prevent fixed rates.
"I was pleased to know that "[Students] can't forget reality is
the admimstration was receiv- waitin~ for you after graduation,
ing negative response from and it ssn 't always pretty."

By

"Graduating students
have an average of
$20,402 in combined
education loan and
credit card debt."
-Nellie Mae

Student loan company Nellie Mae bas run three credit
car~ studies since 1998. Higb~gbts of the latest study,
which was conducted last year, mclude the following:
• 83 percent of undergraduate students have at least one credit card· a 24
percent increase since 1998.
'
• Average credit card balance is $2,327; a 15 percent decrease from the
2000 average.
• ~ed~an credit card balance is $1,770; a 43 percent increase above the
medtan tn 2000.
• 21 percent of undergraduates who have cards, have high-level balances
~tween $3,000 and $7,000; a 61 percent increase over the 2000 populatton.
• Graduating students have an average of $20 402 in combined education
loan and credit card balances.
'
• Students residing in the Northeast use credit cards the least while
Midwesterners carry the highest average credit card balances.'
• S~dents ~oubl~ their average credit card debt- and triple the number of
credtt c~ds m thetr wallets--from the time they arrive on campus until
graduatton.
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LOW

PRICES

EVERYDAY
For
Students
& Faculty
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On Most FILM; AUDIO, DV, or VIDEO
TAPE; PAPER; CHEMISTRY; &OTHER
SUPPLY PURCHASES.

~

312-427-5580
FAX: 312 •427• 8998
1·800·421·1899
Ouls•c» Local Are 3 Codos

230 S. Wabash Ave.
CHICAGO, IL 60604
WE ACCEPT VISA MC·AMEX DIS

M-F 8 30-5 30 • Sal 8 30· 5 00

www.centralcamera.com

We Take Passport Photos

DO YOU HAVE ASTHMA.
There is a non-steriod drug being studied
in asthma right now.
You may be eligible to take part in this research study jf you·
./Are 18-70 years old
./Are a non-smoker
./Have had asthma for at least 6 months

For the lowest student loan payments

./Have chronic asthma requiring inhaled steriods

( consolidateyourloans.com)
or call 800.233.0542

A better way to start your future
A loan program guaranteed by the U.S. Department of Education

RECEIVE AT NO COST:
STUDY DRUG OFFICE VISITS LAB TESTS ASTHMA MONITORSUP
TO $1680.00 COMPENSATION

~

708-366-9300

Edward E. Lisberg, MD

River Forest. Illinois

Egg Donors
Needed
• Give the g ift of life to an
infertile couple ...
• Our program is completely anonymous
• 24 hour I 7 D ay Support

$5,000 Compensation
For information call. ..

847/656-8733
The Center for Egg Options, LLC.

EGNANT.
Get help.

• Free pregnancy tests
• Free ultrasound
• No appointment
necessary
• Someone to talk
to 24 hours a day

A young marketing Ma nagement Team is currently
CALL TODAY!
Loop Center
104 S. Michigan
1-888-AM I PREG
Also lo cntod 111
Bulmortl
ll1ttnholdt Po1k
Oitk Park
South Sho1u
WoodftUid

Pw"mrtuyt:,mtm ..

1-888-AM I PREG
WVVVV l.illltltiiiii:UIIlttl \ I: IIII I

seeking d e t er mined, self-starters who are looking
for Career Advance m e nt Opportunities. If your
major is business or marketi ng, please call
recruite rs: Cheryl (312) 925-4591; Jean (773)

771 -2993; Leslie (773) 489-4647; or Vanea
(773) 261-3402, for seminar information .
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I am excited to offer my most sincere congratulations as you prepare to graduate from Columbia
College Chicago. You should be proud of your achievement, and Columbia is eager to extend wishes
for a very fulfilling future!

~. ..
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Dear Graduating Undergraduates!

- ~j
- 1-- '·-

;:

•

Columbia's 2002 Commencement Celebration will take place on Sunday, June 2, 2002, at the
University of Illinois Pavilion (1150 West Harrison Street), from 2:00p.m. to approximately 5:00p.m.
There are several important details to note in this busy time preceding graduation:

·-

- ·~-..

~.

•

Commencement 2002 is a ticketed event While you will receive a special seating ticket with your
robe, your guests will need a UIC Pavilion seating ticket Each graduate may claim up to 5 tickets for
their guests.

•

Pre-printed graduation announcements will be available when you pick up your tickets, in batches
of ten. You must order personalized announcements from a private vender.

•

Your cap and gown will be available in the Hokin Annex on Wednesday and Thursday, May 29-30,
from 10 a.m . until 7 p.m. If you cannot pick up your robe on these days, you can obtain it
immediately before the ceremony on June 2. You will receive your seating ticket with your cap and
gown. You must bring your seating ticket with you to Commencement Caps and gowns must be
returned to the designated area immediately following the ceremony. You may keep the tassels
from the caps.

•

Graduates should arrive at the Pavilion no later than 1 :00 p.m. Signs will be posted to d irect you to
the processional staging area. Parking is available adjacent to the Pavilion and across the stre~t.
Guests wi ll be permitted to enter after 1:15 p.m.

•

You will receive a diploma jacket at the ceremony. Your actual diploma may be picked up in the
Academic Advising Office (Room 300, 623 South Wabash) on the appropriate date. Diplomas will
only be issued once academic and financial obligations have been satisfied. All diplomas not picked
up within 30 days of their pick-up times w ill be mailed to your permanent address by certified mail.
Please contact Ms. Ruby Turner, 312-344-7441, for more information:
January Graduates

•

Week of June 17, 2002

June Graduates

Week of July 29, 2002

August Graduates

Week of September 23, 2002

DiggiT, The Columbia College Chicago documentary-style video yearbook, shot on digital video
and super 8mm film, is now available for advanced purchase! You can include a personal message
if you order soon - pick up an order form from room 300, 623 South Wabash.

•

If you have family and friends coming to Chicago from out of town, we encourage them to take
advantage of special rates available for Columbia parties. Please visit
www.colum.edu/commencement as soon as possible for more information o n area hotels offering
special rates to Columbia parties.

•

If you have a physical handicap and require any type of assistance, please contact the Office of
Student Support Services at 312-344-8133.

I wou ld also like to take this opportunity to make sure that you are aware of the many exciting special
events surrounding Commencement 2002. Please stop by The Office of Student Activities and
Leadership (room 313, 623 S. Wabash) to pick up a calendar full of Columbia events during May and
June. Some highlights include :
•

The Senior Party. Your senior party will take place at the Hot House (31 E. Balbo) on Friday, May
24 from 7-11 p.m. There will be live music, a D.J., and a cash bar (beer and wine).

•

Mayfest. Mayfesl 2002: Columbia 's Urban Ms festival, will showcase student work, present
Columbia to the community, and culminate with a May 23 outdoor festival for both students and
the public. There w ill be music, food, site-specific performance art and an ArtWalk to eight campus
galleries.

Be sure to make use of Columbia's Career Center for Arts and Media. Your advisor can offer career
advice, job leads and opportunities, and internship information. The Center is located in Suite 300 of
the 623 S. Wabash Building, and can be contacted at 312.344.7280.
And finally, please remember that Columbia's Alumni Office is here to serve you. We provide
opportunities for alumni to stay connected to each other and the college through networking events
and programming, an c- maillistserv, job listings, a web site and more. You ca n see what we offer by
visiting www.colum .edu/alumni or by calling o ur Alumni office at 31 2-344- 74 72. Membership for all
graduating seniors is FREE for one year.
Once again, on behalf of the Stud ent Affairs staff, I congratulate you on your accomplishment. We
extend o ur most sincere wishes for a successful future!
Sincerely,

Mark Kelly
Acting Vice President o f Student Affairs
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It's the documentary-s tyle DVD of Columbia's unique student experience.
complete with footage from the past year at Columbia ·the classes. ths
shows. the hang-outs. the events. You have probably already been a featured player. You'll apprecia·te this great keepsake for the rest of your life .

to order : www.colu m .e du/ co mmencement
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Featuring:
Chicago Style Pan Pizza
Steaks and Chops
Famous Baby-Back Ribs
Fresh Seafood
and more ...
Family dining with Children's menu
Private Party Rooms Available
Groups up to 200 people
Full Bar Service

OPEN:

MONDAY - FRIDAY

NOON - 7PM

I 0°/o DISCOUNT TO
STUDENTS AFTER 4
224 South Wabash Avenue,
Chicago, IL 60605
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Recession sends art grads back to school
Arthur Jones, graduate program coordinator at Illinois Institute of Technology's
Institute of Design agreed. "Having a master's degree in design shows that you are
committed to the field," he said.
By Allison Clark
Rose Economou, an instructor in the
Staff Writer
undergraduate Journalism department, said
getting a master's degree is important
Deciding whether to pursue art graduate because the economy is in recession.
education can be a di fficu lt decision--one Advanced training gives students a competconcerning money, time and value. Artists itive edge, she said.
have less clear career paths than engineers or
The recession brings up another issue in
doctors, for example. A master's degree in deciding whether attending graduate school
the arts may or may not be an instant key to is a good decision- the issue of money.
success.
According to the U.S. Census Bureau, in
Senior Aaron Coli ins, a Photography major 2000, the median annual inc~m e for a perat Columbia, doesn't think it's necessary to son with a master 's degree was $59,376,
pursue a master's degree. Collins has other compared with the median annual salary of
plans after graduation this June.
$49, 178 for a person with a bachelor' s
Photo assistant, art director and Web site degree.
designer are some of the job positions he's
Also, consider tuition and loss of pay
interested in. Graduate school, however, isn't while
graduate
school.
attending
one of his priorities.
Completing a graduate program may take
"I' d go back if my career is not going well," one to four years. Therefore, it is imporCollins said. "But I would wait a couple tant to determine if the time spent away
years after graduation." Right now he has a fro m the professional world and the poss ifew leads out in San Francisco. He said a ble lack of salary will theoretically be reimfriend who owns a Web site design company bursed in the years following graduation in
might offer Coli ins a job.
the form of income.
Not all arts and communication employers
In Chicago there are a variety of schools
demand a master's degree. Francine Fields, that offer an graduate programs, including
office manager at WKQX-FM, seeks college Columbia, the School of the Art Institute
graduates with flexibility and attitude.
and the Illino is Institute of Technology.
"A master's degree would not help or hinColum bia offers 18 master's programs in
derthem," Fields s~id . If an applicant with a I 0 disc iplines, which include Photography,
master's degree applied for an entry-level Fi lm and Video and Creative Writing.
position at WKQX, Fields said she would be Admission requirements include a GPA of
concerned with how long they planned on 3.0 or above. Tuition is $423 per credit
stayi ng. She'd rather not hire someone who hour. For more information call (3 I 2) 344would be looking for a better position.
7260 or refer to www.colum.edu .
Jacqueline Singleton, director of developThe School of the Art Institute of Chicago
ment at Stage Left Theater in Chicago, hires offers degrees such as an MFA in Studio and
actors.
an MFA in Writing, among others. Expect
"All actors are hired through auditions. A to be able to provide a portfo lio and possimaster's degree would not matter," she said'. bly a GRE score. Tuition is $790 per credit
The actors receive the same amount of pay hour. For more information call (800) 232regardless of their position in the production. 7242 or visit www.artic.edu.
Artists go to graduate school for a variety of
Finally, the Illinois Institute ofTechnology
reasons ranging from wanting to advance in a offers Institute of Design. It offers a Master
career to not being sure what to do after col- of Design degree and a Ph.D. in Design.
lege graduation. Whatever the reason, gradu- Admission requires a minimum 3.0 GPA
ate school is still a place where students can and a minimum GRE score of 1, I 00.
mingle with key people in their field. This is Average tuition is $22,630 per academic
pertinent in the field of art where having the year. For more information call (3 I2) 595right contacts is essential.
4901 or refer to www.id.iit.edu.

0
Not all master's degrees
guarantee jobs

Yearbook
Continued from Page 3
"We are always pleasantly surprised by
how willing people are to participate and be
filmed," Farbrother said. He added that he
and Sanders are try ing to encourage student
participation in digg/T in other areas as well.
Marketing of the video is being handled by
the student public relations and marketing
organizat ion and Columbia alumni is working
on graphic design for the advertising and
packaging, and for the DVD menu design.
They're also looking for student music to use
in the video and would like to hire students to
help shoot interviews in the last few busy
weeks of the semester.
"We're looking to get from students any
video footage of events we've not been able
to get to. It's a nice opportun ity for exposure
of one's work," Farbrother said.
The Student Affairs department is fund ing

the video, Kelly said. He explained that the
price of the video for students would hopefully cover the cost of producing it.
The price of digg/ T is $25. Graduating seniors can purchase the DVD with commencement coverage for $40. Once fully completed, the video will be about an hour and a half
in length. All students should have received a
mailing regarding digg/T. Order fonns can
be picked up at the Office of Student Affair.;,
Room 300, in the 623 S.Wabash Ave. building or they-are available online at
www.colum.edu/commencement/v ideoyear.
If you are interested in submitting your work
for the video, there is a yearbook mailbox in the
mailroom on the fifth floor of 600 S. Michigan
Ave. Please include contact infonnation.
Contact Farbrother and Sanders for more
information at samjsand@aol.com.

Mural
Continued from Page 2
bringing not only images together, but serving as a catalyst for teamwork as well.
"We have to work together. That takes a
lot for artists to do---to express themse lves
ind ividually and as a team at the same
time," said Robin Tom lin, a sophomore and
fine arts major.
" It 's history in the making," said senior
Abel Arcinigea. " I think murals speak out
to people who really don't go to museums.
There's constantly people walking in here.
It's good for the public, although I wish it
were outside."
Ana Maria Soto, director of Latino cultural affairs and producer of the mural class,
said she too would like the mural to be in a
more public place, hut is still glad it is
where she can watch over it. Solo sa id she
wanted a mural in the Wabash bui lding
because it is where An and Des ign classes
are held and makes sense to g ive students

that space to display their work.
However, Soto said she would like the
entire college to "not have any blank spaces,
have students display thei r work on all the
walls." She said by do ing so, the students
might feel like they are creating a home and
comm unity at Columbia. Soto and Castill o
said they are very proud of the students'
contributions to the college. Soto is working on finding another location for the next
mural, in particular the long wall by the
women's bathroom on the first floor o f the
623 S. Wabash Ave. building.
Columbia has one other student-created
mural. In 1996, Columbia students a nd
Un iversity of Guadalaj ara students painted a
mural in the Resident Center's lounge ut 73 1
S. Plymouth Court.
The Murall'uinting class meets Fridar, 9
a.m. to noon and wi ll complete the muru by
Muy 30.

Photo courtesy ct Wheel of Fortune
'Wheel of Fortune' host Pat Sajak (Left) introduces Columbia Journalism
major, Travell Eiland to viewers on the s how, which aired Monday, May 13.

Students spin the wheel
contestant registration sites were
different for general contestants and
College Week, said Sepahrokh.
"Columbia actually had the
largest representation there out of
all the schools," Eiland said.
By Murad Toor
"The Columbia students·all made
Staff Writer
a little group and filled out the fim
two rows of chair.;," Sepahrokh
Two Columbia students made it said.
"We all [Columbia students] knew
onto "Wheel of Fortune's College
Week", which was taped in who each other were and we all sort
Chicago. Fifteen students from I 0 of sat with each other," Eiland said.
Eiland said the auditions consistMidwestern schools competed with
ed of a simulated "Wheel of
each other for cash and prizes.
Hilary Myrick and Travell Eiland Fortune" game and a written test.
represented Columbia. Myrick, a After 15 minutes, show staff
Journalism major, won $3,350 on returned with test scores, said
the show. Eiland, a Journalism jun- Eiland. He said the "Wheel" staff
ior, won no money, but received chose 30 people they wanted to
parting gifts. He said his parting keep. Eiland said when he left the
gifts were two off-road Mongoose auditions he knew he was in the
group of 30, but he had to wait for a
skateboards.
Myrick's TV appearance was on phone call to fmd out whether he
Wednesday, May 15, and Eiland's made it to the final 15.
"It was very exciting," Eiland
show aired on Monday, May 13.
"I was doing my internship at said. "When I left the audition I
was
on cloud nine, but then days
Channel 7 and they had a posting
about 'Wheel of Fortune' coming to passed and the excitement kind of
Chicago," Eiland said. "So I went subsided. .Until they called me a
to the Internet and just fi lled out the few days later and told me I made it
and it was all excitement again."
application."
Myrick and Eiland wore identical
"After that, they just emai led me
and told me I was one of the people Columbia sweatshirts during their
out of mi ll ions who applied," appearance on "Wheel of Fortune."
Eiland said Columbia's public relaEiland said.
Pat Sajak, the "Wheel of tions office paid for the sweatshirts.
Fortune" host and a former All College Week contestants wore
Columbia student, was not at the sweatshirts emblazoned with their
auditions, said Journalism major respective institution names.
Only three colleges had more than
Dania Sepahrokh.
She said
"Wheel's" co-host Vanna White one representative on College
Week: Columbia and the University
was not there either.
Most, if not all, of the Columbia of Wisconsin at Madison had two
each,
and Northwestern University
students who auditioned shared the
had four. Institutions with one consame major, she said.
each
were
Purdue
"I don't think there was anybody testant
other than journalism students try- University, the University of
Il linois at Chicago, Benedictine
ing out," Sepahrokh sa id.
Sepahrokh tried out but didn't University, Loyola Univernity,
DePaul University, Marquette
make the final cut.
"My mom actually called me one Univers ity and Harold Washington
day and told me ' Wheel of Fortune' College.
"I hndn 't seen the show in at least
was in town and holding auditions,"
Sepahrokh said. "So right after I three yelll'S," Sepahrokh said. "But
put the phone down, I jumped I figured I' d just try out."
College Week was the middl~
online and filled out the fonn . But
then I actually saw the signs that week of three taped in Chicago.
were In the Journalism department May 6- 10 was Chicago Week, May
and I went on that · Web site and 13-17 was College Week, and May
filled out that form." The online 20-24 will be Sports Fans week.

0
Two Columbia
students get lucky on
'Wheel of Fortune'
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----------------------------~~~ ~

Graduates find toL~gh job market awai
By Kristen King
The Virginian-Pilot
NORFOLK, Va.-She's made the calls, mailed the
resumes, monitored the Web and milled about Old
Dominion University's career center. But even though
Denise Davis picked up her diploma Saturday, she still
doesn't know whe~r from what company-she' ll
pick up her first full-time check.
Welcome, Class of 2002, to the world of work.
Or not.
Nationally, employers expect to hire 36 percent fewer
new college graduates this year than in 2000-2001,
according to the National Association of Colleges and
Employers' annual survey. Officials said the drop is a
sign of cutbacks linked to the struggling economy, both
in jobs and companies' recruiting budgets.
Those who do land jobs may not see the fat paychecks
grads got in recent years.
And for many students, it has come as a shock.
"If you look at what was happening when students
who are graduating this year started college, it's just
night and day," said Jerry Bohovich, a spokesman for
NACE.
Local college career counselors say students looking
locally haven't been hit quite as hard, partly because
they don' t rely as heavily as some colleges on large consulting and banking firms. But they do recognize what a
difference a year makes.
Students are having to fight for jobs that in recent
years would have been readily handed to them, along
with hefty signing bonuses. This year, a number of
average salaries for new college hires have dropped,
including those for computer science, economics and
electrical engineering majors. The previous year, all
those fields had seen increases of between 8 and 10 percent.
Instead of the work world, many students are turning
to graduate school to wait out the economy. Others are
mailing out box loads of resumes, considering relocat.,l>t.ing.and looking outside their field of choice.
"There are good jobs out there. It's just that the students need to work harder to find those jobs and make
themselves stand out from the rest of their peers," said
Deborah L. Hicks, director of career services for
'' Virginia Wesleyan College. " Everything just has to
havl!·a little extra pizazz to get noticed."

Benjamin Ellis Jr., Norfolk State University's career
services director, said the competition is forcing students to go to companies for interviews, rather than
waiting for them to come to campus.
"Students have to be real go-getters these days," he
said.
Just ask Davis, a 2 1-year-old ODU mass communications major set on advertising. She's had no luck with
the large ad firms in the area. And while she's had a
part-time job while in school, she's switched her sights
to a full-time evening position with an insurance company after graduation. That will let her stay afloat
financially while using her mornings to continue her
career search.
"I was expecting it to be difficult," said Davis, who
had prepared herself for disappointment in recent
months. She'll now move to Plan B: stretching her
search from D.C. to the Carolinas.
Plan B for Andrae Marable, a computer science major
at ODU, may mean business school. Marable sent out
10 resumes this year but got no calls back. Most said he
lacked experience-something that didn 't deter computer companies a few years ago when they hired many
students right out of college.
" High school, at that," said Marable, who-while he's
waiting to hear from business schools-will stay at the
company where he's been working part-time this year.
Students aren't the only ones turning to Plan Bs.
The College of William and Mary-where on-campus
interviews are down 30 percent-will post job openings
on a Web site throughout the summer, said Mary
Schilling, career services director.
The university is also connecting students with alumni who graduated during earlier recessions to show them
there's hope even if they don't land a dream job right
away.
The University of Virginia-where on-campus interviews are down 20 percent--extended the time for companies to recruit on campus.
"As recently as [last week], we had an employer here
conducting an interview fully two months beyond when
we normally cut off that program," said Jim McBride,
career services director.
Colleges have also helped students seek jobs in areas
that haven 't been as hard hit.
The NACE survey shows that while hiring expectations are down in most fields, especially consulting and
manufacturing, they're up in insurance and federal gov-

"There are good jobs out there.
It's just that the students need to
work harder to find those jobs and
make themselves stand out from
the rest of their peers. Everything
just has to have a little extra
pizazz to get noticed."
-Deborah L. Hicks, Virginia Wesleyan
College director of career services
ernment. Virginia colleges are especially capitalizing
on the government posts.
Judy White, ODU's employer relations manager, said
so many federal workers are at or nearing retirement age
that government offices are working overtime to appeal
to new graduates.
They're streamlining the application process and marketing jobs that have been hard sells, like those with the
IRS.
Students are responding, she said, with the drought in
private sector jobs and a passion to help the country
since Sept. II . The university expected 50 students at a
recent government employment panel. More than 200
showed up.
NS U's Ell is said those opportunities--especially in
defense-related fields-have nearly offset the reduction
in private sector offers at NSU. Private companies with
defense-related contracts have also helped plug the gap.
Openings are also still available in education, contracting, nursing and sales. Plus, officials said, students
have been applying to companies that have one or two
spots-a hospital in need of an accountant, for
instance- and that don' t recruit on campus.
While changes in the j ob market are cyclical, McBride
believes this is the worst market since at least 1994.
And, White said, the drop in jobs-while usually spread
out over several years-happened all at once this time.
White said a number of employers have told her
they'll be able to resume college hiring later this summer.

Test helps university measure its effectiveness
By Brian Kladko
The Record (Bergen County, N.J.)
HACKENSACK, N.J. -On a sunny
afternoon last month, a group of Fairleigh
Dickinson University sophomores was
stuck 'in a classroom on the TeaneckHackensack campus, answering 36 multiple-choice questions.
But the students, all appearances to the
contrary, weren' t the ones being tested.
The results wouldn' t affect their grades
one bit.
Instead, the university was testing
itself.
Among higher education professionals,
it's called "student outcomes assessment"-measuring how well the university is educating its students.
Grades, of course, are the usual way of
measuring student achievement, or lack
of it. But their use to the institution is
limited.
Grades do not reveal how much of a
student's knowledge and skill s was
gained during college- what business
types would call the "value-added."
Grades also are subjective and inconsistent, so they can't be used to compare
students at different schools.
Only a few universities make a systematic effort to evaluate their own effectiveness.
But in the next few years, outcomes
assessment will probably beco me as
common as term papers and textbooks.
" It's the wave of the future," said Jane
Wellman, a senior assoc iate at the
Institute for Higher Education Policy in
Washington, D.C.
In 1998, the federal government ordered
the nation's accrediting organizations to

make student learning their most important criterion when evaluating schools.
The organizations have responded by
making outcomes assessment one of their
requirements.
An institution that does not fulfill this
requirement--either through testing or
some other method of gauging student
learning--<:ould lose accreditation, rendering it ineligible for government-funded student loans and grants and undermining the value of its degree.
FDU began exploring outcome assessment seven years ago, when Peter Falley,
then a dean, wanted· to know how students there compared with those at other
schools.
FDU has been using a standardized test
called the Academic Profile, developed
and graded by Educational Testing
Service-the same company that produces the SATs.
The test is supposed to measure students' knowledge and skills in humanities, social sciences, natural sc ience,
reading, writing, math and critical thinking, and is used by about 200 schools,
ETS officials say.
In 1997, the university required all
incoming freshmen to take the exam,
then gave it to the same group of students
in the spring of their sophomore year, as
they were completing their general education requirements.
The university repeated the process
with the incoming freshmen of 2000, and
had them take it again this month.
As officials had hoped, students
improved their scores between the time
they entered as freshmen and spring of
their sophomore year.
The most dramatic gain was in the math
score for students on the Teaneck campus: They went from the 30th percentile

(meaning 70 percent did better) to the
76th percentile.
The university also found sharp differences between students at its Madison
and Teaneck campuses. The Madison
campus was above the national norm in
all subjects; the Teaneck campus, which
has many less-affluent and foreign students, was below average in most areas.
FDU officials won't release the test
results, partly because they aren't sure
what to make of them. With only 36
questions on the test, all of them multiple
choice, they don't know how valid the
results. are. But they also worry about
whether students tried their best when
taking the exam, since it has no effect on
grades and won't show up on their
records.
"To what extent are the scores based on
poor motivation or poor skills? That's
the really unanswerable question at this
point," said Martin Green, FDU's assistant provost for assessment.
Students' lack of enthusiasm for the test
was evident at one of last month's testing
sessions on the Teaneck campus. It's a
40-minute test, but one student handed in
her test booklet after 10 minutes, saying
that she had randomly fi lled in the ovals.
Others finished in 20 minutes.
Meaghan Allan, a 19-year-old from
Baltimore, doubted the university would
learn anything from the results.
" I don't think people really tried," she
said. " It 's not the SAT. I'm not going to
sit there and stress my brain over it."
The only way the school could ensure
that students actually took the exam was
to make it a req uirement for registering
for next semester's classes.
Colorado, which considered using the
Academic Profile at all of its public colleges and universities, tried to entice stu-

dents to take it with cash, gift certificates,
and T-shirts. But hardly any students
responded. Instead of making the test
mandatory, the state abandoned it altogether.
"There is no way to force a student
who's paying tuition to take it seriously,"
an education official told a Colorado
newspaper. "We don't beat a dead
horse."
FDU doesn't know if it will continue
using the Academic Profile after this
year. A committee is going to review the
results and examine other alternatives to
a standardized, general knowledge test.
Many educators prefer "softer" assessments, such as student portfolios- a
sample of work from various courses.
Another possibility is a "capstone
course," in which seniors demonstrate
their abilities though a single, semesterlong project. Other schools, including
FDU, might stick to standardized exams,
but more specific ones that are geared to
each student's major.
Whatever assessment a school chooses,
it's likely to cause more resentment
among faculty than students. Professors
who consider their grades the ultimate
measure of a student's learning will consider institutional assessments to be a
waste of time, or even regard them as
interference.
"The message they get is they're not
doing their job," said Gloria Rogers. a
vice president at the Rose-Hulman
Institute of Technology in Indiana, which
started an outcomes assessment program
three years ago.
"They feel like they're assessing students in courses, and that should be good
enough. But when they say that. they're
saying that the parts are equal to the
whole. And that's not true."
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Please take the time to help us serve you better. Your input will be used by the Columbia Chronicle to improve the paper. Your
response will be held in strict confidence.
As a way of saying thank you for being a reader of the Columbia Chronicle, we are offering four tickets to
Six Flags Great America as the 1st prize, two tickets to Blue Man Group as the 2nd prize and a gift certificate for the Columbia
College Follett Bookstore as the 3rd and 4th prizes for giving us your opinion.
On the Internet Go to • ••

www.pulseresearch.com/columbiachronicle
The online reader survey is fast, fun and easy to do. Just type in the Web address and answer the questions. Your opinion is extremely important to us.
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All prizes offered by the Columbia Chronicle newspaper. Winners will be selected from all survey respondents in a reader survey being conducted by this paper. One one prize per place will be awarded.
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throughout the
month of May
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Curt BuiM Senior Rec ital
• Concert Hall. 1014 S. Mtchtgan

Btenclon Rlu.o S.nku Redtel
·Concert Hall, 1014 S. Michigan

• Monday. May 6, 6 l)m

·Monday, May 8. 6 pm

• MUSIC Department. 312.344.6102

• Music Department, 312.344.6102

A U$ fe S TIVA l

Andrew Foltom end Jordln WJIII1m

Hair TriUer 24
PubhcatJOn Release Party and read.n& of Columbia's annual antholo&Y of
ereatwe f1et1on.

Senior Rtcltl l
• Con<:en Hall
1014 S. MIChtpn

• Thursday, May 9, 12.30 pm

•HokmGallery
623 S. Wabash

• MuSH: Department. 312.344.6 102

• Friday, May 10

Younc Authors Awards
Awards ceremony and luncheon fOf particIpants of the hi&h schOOl wmm& contest
workShOpS sponsored by the FICUOn
Wntln& Oepartment.

•

• 7;30pm

Duke Etllncton's, Black, Stown • nd

Belt•
Otre<:ted b'J Bobb~ Wtlsyn. mUSical
dlfecttOn b)' Scott Hall; Columbta
CoHe&e Jau Ensembkl and so&o&sts.

•Geu Theatre, 72 E. 11th

•Hok1n Callery
623 S. Wabash
• Saturday, May 11, 10 am · 3 pm

• Fnday, May 10 &
s~turday, May 11
7:30 pm

• FICtion Wnt1nc Department

• Musk: Department. 312.344.6102

312 344 7615

• Concert Hall
1014 S. MICtupn

Prima O.mentl featvrtnc Attson
hllevllle

• Concert Hall
1014 5. M1Ch1g;tn

• Concert Hall

1014 S. MiChlpn

• Wedne5day, M'f 15
6.00pm
• MUSIC Department

3J 2.344.61.02

• MusiC Department
312.344.6102

' ktJoft Wrttlnc 14nlof R. .dlnc
Readltl& by and reccwon for the dep•rt
menrs craduatln& ..en10ts

Advanc ed CompHh.lon ftecltal
• Concert Hall
lOlA S M1Ch1pn

• Hol-rnAnne-. ft235 Wabuh

•

• rrlday, M•t 2-4, 2 00 pm

• r~ttlfm Wrttwc. 3 12.3 44 70Jn

Tut~ao.,,

Mlty 28

7.00prn
• MusiC DePJrtment, 312 344.0 102

The Independent l howoa••
Exhibition ot eaperlmental and documen·
tary tapes by T.V. stUdenll.
• HOkln AuditOrium
• rnd•~· May 31 . 7:00 pm

• Telovltlon Depattment, 312.344.7203

1014 5. MIC~&an

•fridoy,....,.17
1:00pm

· T -. ....,.23

• Music Department
312.344.6102

• Music OcPinment

6:00pm

312.3 44.6102

Or1duata ltudant W.all• Raadlnc and ftecaptlon
MISter's Clndldltet in the FictiOn Wntln& dePirtmant read t~ir thtstt work..
FollOwed b)' the John Sc:hUitJ ana Betty Shinott StOfy WOfUhOP SchOlarship Awlrd
lnd the Sytvla MCNIIr Trlvel Story Scholtl'lhlp Awlrd.
• Library o l UniOn Lott uo Club

• Friday,

M1~

3 \ , Time lOA

• Fiction Wr ltina. 312.344.76 \ t

RECEIVED
MAY 2! zooz
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Exhibits, Events, Performances
throughout the month of May
www.mayfest02.colum.edu

,. •

nvouah May 30

Vlsullltn.: "Slipstream Exhlbttion"
A multimedia exhibition or won< by
contrlbutors to tt1e Writing Center's
Slipstresm publication.
• Writing Center, 33 E. Congress,
1st Aoor

• Mon - Fri 9

am - 8

pm

Vlaual Arts:

•aarba,. Crane: The Loop"

VIsual Arts: "Vet~~ Lutter"
Large-scale negative camera obscure
Images .

ArchitectU(al phOtographS of Chlea&o.

• Museum Of Contempofary
Photography, 600 S. Michigan

Media Arts: "To Speak Ute

Uno--·

Panet discussion/conference on human
rights and the media.

• Museum of Cootemporary
Photography, 600 S. Michigan

• Mon. Tues. Wed, Frf 10 am - 5 pm;
Thurs 10 am - 8 pm; Sat 12- 5 pm

•Hilton and TONers, 120 S. Mlehla;an
ltd Floor, Joliet Room

• Mon. Tues . Wed, Fri 10 am- 5 pm;
Thurs 10 am - 8 pm; Sat 12- 5 pm

• MCP, 312.344.7104

• EngliSh Department/Writing Center,

• 10 am· 3 pm

• MCP, 312.344.7104

• Dance Department,

• JournaHsm Department, Investigative
Reportlna. 312.344.7675

312.344.8154

312.344.8300

10 & 11
Lecture by Suzanne Lacy; wQrl(s by
lone twin; 2 days of performance and
Installation by students. local and

nat•onal artists.

VIsual Arta: "Fashion Columbia·
Fashion runway show and exhibition. Student·
produced, lnterdlsc1pUnary exhibition of
garments ancl fashion-related art.

Perfotmln&: Arts: "Choreocraphlc
Proj.et"
Evening of StUdent wofk th&t grves
emerging chOreographers an opportuMy
to ellpress thelf ltKhvidual voices In a
fOfmal settmg.

• 1104 $ . Wabash, 7th Floor "Raw Space·

• 1-7 pm

• Conaway Center, 1104 S. Wabash;
Narrative Arts Center. 33 E. Congress

• Dance Center, 1306 S. !-AIChlgan
• Fashion Uhlt>it. Hokln Gallery.
623 S. Wabash. Through May 6

• 624 S. Mich1gan, 6th Floor

• 9 am- 5 pm
Recept1on: Friday, May 10. 6 - 8 pm
• Interactive M ultimedia Program,
312.344.7750

• Dance Department, 312.344.8300

• For scheOule: www.eolum.edu/hokm/tlctoc

• Hokin Cente•. 312.344.7696

VIsual Arts: " re:ac:tlon"
AMual juried e11.hlbitlon or Interactive
multlmedta art.

TI.CT~.S
j,....,.- - -. .

ThfOUih June 3

VIsual ArU: MM FA Photography"
Uhibitlon of phOtography thesis work
by MFA candidates.
• Glass Cun.aln Gallery,
1104 s. Wabash. 1st Floor
•Mon- Fri 10 am- 5 pm; Sat b)'
appointment
• The Graduate SchOOl. 312.344.6650

VIsual Arts: MGraduatlng Seniors Year·
End Photocraphy Exhibition"
Uhlbrtlon of work by senior undergtaduate photography students.
• HOkln Gallery and Annex.
623 S.Wabash, 1st Floor
• Mon - Thurs 10 am - 7 pm;
Friday 10 - 5 pm: Sat by appointment

Perrormlne: Arts: "12 Past"
MA and MFA thesis interdisciplinary
performance ellhlbitlons.

VIsual Arts: "12 Past "
MA and MFA thesis Interdisciplinary
InStall atiOn ellhibitlons.

Medfa Arta: "Phoenix Awards"
Screening of the year's best student
video work. chOsen by faculty panel.

• Dupreau Gallery, 4229 N. L1ncoln

•600 s. Michigan. 15th Floor. Studio A

• Prop Theater. 4227 N. Uncoln

•Tue - Sun 4 - 7pm;
May 17 - 19.4 - 10 pm

• Reception - 6 pm; Screenmg - 7 pm

• 17 & 18. 7pm; 19. Spm

• Television Department. 3 12.344.7410

• Interdisciplinary Arts Department,
The Graduate SchOol, 312.344,7670

• Interdisciplinary Arts Department. The
Gtaduate SchOOl. 312.344 .7670

•Hok.tn Gallery; 312.344.7696

Through June 23

PerformlnC Arts: "Senior Showe1M "
Scenes presented by senior actin& and
musical theater majors.
• New Studio Theat er.

12 E. 11th Street

Media Arts: " Written 1m11e
SertMnWrfttnC Awlldt"

Perform.,_ Arb: "Theater of the Mtncl"
Sound InstallatiOn of student WOtk from
the radio department.

Awards ceremony for sereenwrttlng
competition.
• Conaway Center; 1104 S. Wabash,
1St Aoor

• 7 :30 pm
• Theater Department. 312.344.6104

•6 pm -

Mayfest eXJ)IOCie$ au over campus with
an ArtWalk, site-specffic performances
and live m~lc cOficerts. .
)

• Narrative Arts Center; 33 E. Con&ress
1St FIOOl

•HarOld Washington library Auditorium,
400 S. State

10 pm
• Radio Department, 312.344.8156

• Film & Video Department,
312.344 .6709

312.344.6709

--1

•11th Street Gallery, 72 E. 11th Street,
Room 100
• lues-Sat Ham - 5 pm
• Art & Design Department,
312.344.7380

M -: · l n e h h .._._.
Multimedia event reatUI1rc tne WOI'k of
students enrOlled In I)Oetry, literature,
and reading; dasses making conneetlons
between art and lit erature.
• Wiftln& Center, 33 E. Con&ress,

1st"""'

Vltual Arb: "Senior Det!Cn Exhltlttlon"
Wofk by students In &raphlc design,

Pertormlnc Arts: "Senior Concert"
Dance performance shOwcasing the
culminating ellperlence for dance majors
with choreography concentlaUons.

Illustration, advertising art, product
desl&n and Interior architecture as well
as gtaduate Interior architecture;
atchiteetural studies.

• Dance Center. 1306

• Au:dllary exhibition space,
1130 S. Michigan

s. Michigan

• Dance Department, 312.344.8300

• Call for exhibit hours

--,··-

Combined dance concert featuring

sew

wont created by Dance Center

• Dance Center. 1306 S. Mlehl&an

•8 pm

• 4- 7 pm
• Dance Oepattment. 312.344.8300
• En&llsh Department. 312.344.8 101

............,

Mualc:al Pwfonunen It Main

Concert•

• Book & Paper Arts Center.
• Mon- Sat 9 :30am - 5 pm
• Interdisciplinary Arts Department.
The Graduate SchOOl. 312·344-6630

Outdoot' F..U.el 1 - 9 pm

c ..._ _ _, ......y

VIsual Arts: "12 Pest"
MA and MFA theSIS work In
Interdisciplinary Arts and
Interdisciplinary Book & Paper Arts.

1104 S. Wabash. 2nd Floor

•8 pm

• Art & Design Department and The
Gt8Ciuate School, 312.344.8589

and new
faculty.

IUC Screen"

• 9 am- 5 pm

•Aim & VIdeo Department,

Vlaual Arts: "Senlof F1ne Arts
Exhlbklon "
EJchlbiUon of w()O( by senior
undergtaduate Fine Art students.

Medii Arts: "The

Festival of the best student film and
video including documentary, narrative,
anlmaUon and ellperlmental work.

__

• North Mississippi Allstars •
• Oliver Mtukudll
• Fred Anderson
• Thornetta Davis
• Colurrbla Cotlett Jazz Enserrble

........

,

•Wutl Monks
•Tomboy
• Redo Hour
• Coturmle CoH... Gulta' Ensemble
•lklcyu
•Helen Seo

ArtWIIk I - I pm

- .:
Glass

• The
Curtain Gallery,
1104 s . Wabash

•The Center for Book & Paper Arts.

1104 S. Wabash
• Tt'le Hottln Galleries. 623 S. wabash

PLUS ArtWalk ltudfo participants:
• The Other eybercaf6 - Academic
Computing Department
• PhOto.Prlnt.Media open studio Art & Oesl&n Department

• .Anything New - Earty Childhood
Education Department

• 11th Street Gallery, 72 East 11th Stleet

• Slipstream ExhlbiUon - The WrtUng
Center/En&Msh Depatttnent

• Auxlll81)' G8'$ery at 1130 S. Mk:hl&an
•Namrtlve Arts Center, 33 E. Conaress

• AdVanced Studies In Sound Design Audio Arts & Acoustics

Aftwlllrr~,...fO . . ..,...,.,

loc:MKinl, .5 . &"OOpm.
~

...tl . a23S.~

• Theater Oesl&n exhibition -

Theater Deportment

• Morr11 Mlnc:n
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Columbia Chronicle Editorial

State needs an alternative to halting
the MAP grant for private schools

Residents critical of dorms
Most colleges and universities around the
country force students out of their dorms
either on the last day of classes or within a
couple of days after the semester ends.
Columbia is not an exception.
Sunday, June 2 is the date residents of the
Columbia dorms must vacate their rooms.
The final day of classes is Friday, May 31.
This means there students wi ll have to start
packing their possessions during finals
week.
Expecting students to study for final
exams, write papers, work on projects and
pack during the same week is completely
unfair. Let's not forget that many of these
students are holding down jobs as well. The
cost of living in the Columbia dorms is
about $6,800 per semester-and that does
not include a meal plan, phone or cable television. For that kind of money, food and
cable should be provided. Most residents do
not even get their own room. All they get is
a room, witha roommate, electricity and
heat. During the summer, high school and
Colwnbia students who are taking summer
classes live in the dorms for the college's
summer programs.
"The staff is unorganized when it comes to
handling our money," said resident Max
Everett. "They ask us for the bills Jess than
a week before they are due. It makes it hard
to reserve a room at the beginning of the
semester and then they rush us to move out."
Everett said that he would like to see a
meal plan and a student center somewhere
on campus for dorm residents to eat and
socialize.
Is it the residents' faul t, however, that the
dorm staff scheduled the summer program
so close to the end of school? The dorm
occupants should be given a few extra days
after finals are over. Would it kill the staff to
give them until Monday or Tuesday the following week to move out? That way, they
would not have that extra burden on their

shoulders during finals week. Besides, summer school does not even start until June I0.
There is a week between the end of the
spring semester and the beginning of summer semester.
"It's a Jot for us to handle," said sophomore Stephanie Furst, a donn resident. " We
have to worry about schoolwork and it is
hard to juggle that and packing our belongings at the same time."
The logical choice would be to give students the entire weekend plus a week or two
to move out, Jet the maintenance staff clean
the building and move the summer residents
in the following weekend. But this makes
sense, so it's probably not an option.
"My parents are on my case, asking me
when I am going to start packing," said
Furst.
Columbia is not the only school that gives
its dorm re~idents a quick boot. Many
schools around the country have that policy.
DePaul 's spring semester ends June 13 and
their donn occupants must be out 24 hours
later.
We all know that dorms provide college
students with a place to live while they
attend school. For most students, their top
priority is to do well in school. For $6,800,
the dorms should provide their residents
with every opportunity possible to succeed.
Here's some food for thought: A nice
apartment that costs about $500 per month
will come to $6,000 for a whole year. That's
$1600 less than living in the dorms, and
some Jandlonds provide cable and other utilities. All students would have to pay for is
food and phone services, which they pay in
the dorms anyway.
Forcing students to move out while fulfilling their academic obligations is unfair.
Why not give them some extra time to move
out so their main focus can be on finishing
the semester on a strong note? Again, that
probably makes too much sense.

By Veronlka Marcal
Staff Writer
Getting an education today is a lmost
like having children. Everyone knows
children need a certain amount of time
invested in them, and financial support
must be provided for at least I 8 years of
the child's life. Today's college students
know that receiving an education calls
for similar rates, investments (i.e. time),
and most importantly with today's high
tuition rates, finding ways to handle the
cost. Whether you chose to work multiple jobs, apply for scholarships, take out
loans, have your parents pay, or all of
the above, the tuition must be paid.
Illinois State Legi slators are preparing
to vote on a proposal to el iminate all
Monetary Award Program (MAP) grants
for private colleges and universities in
the 2003 fiscal budget. Yet another proposal sponsored by Senate Republicans
endorses eliminating $50 million of
MAP program funds for fifth-year students and vetoing next year's planned
$200 max imum increase for the MAP
grant. The Illinois state budget has a
deficit of $1 .5 billion. But instead of
local officials figuring out what really
caused the budget deficit, they are cutting programs that help its citizens get
an education.
The MAP grant is established aid for
students who need help paying the cost
of their education. During the 2000200 I school year Columbia students
received $11,649,033 in MAP grants
funding 3,267 students. Eighty-percent
of Columbia students get a maximum of
$5,000 while 56 percent of Columbia
minority students receive MAP grants.
Every time politicians find themselves
in a financial bind, the first thing they

do is cut programs that help the poor,
mentally ill, or less fortunate. When
the boat is rocked by their own folly,
politicians find means to excuse themselves from blame, and then fi nd a
scapegoat in front of news cameras. The
MAP grant helps many students. Never
mind that the grant is not as important to
a politician as providing a luxurious
lifestyle for themselves and friends. If
there is a cut in MAP grant a Jot of students won't be able to attend colleges
like Columbia. Without the grants this
w ill cause students to make difficult
choices. Choices are to drop out, take a
larger loan or ask parents to pay the
tuition.
Many in the Columbia community are
aware that our tuition for the 2002-2003
school year has been raised, which
brings a question to mind. If the proposals are passed, how are we going to pay
it? Will students be asked to pay these
skyrocketing tuition fees for Columbia
to build a super donn for the future students? Even though there is very little
likelihood that we will enjoy the fruits
of that kind of investment, we are still
being asked to pay.
I call upon politicians and legislators
to find a way to solve our state budget
deficit other than cutting the MAP grant.
Students who receive MAP means more
of a possibility that they will finish their
college education. They can then go out
into our society and be productive citizens with less debt. These former students will pay higher federal and state
taxes. Also they can volunteer with their
time and give donations to organizations
that help students receive monetary
awards.
Give younger people what they need
and you will be richer in return.
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AIDS epidemic demands more
attention from the world
By Matthew Kerstein
Staff Writer
Bono, the lead singer of U2 and U. S.
Treasury Secretary Paul O'Neill will
travel to Africa for I 0 days to ra ise
money and awareness of the many
problems faced by countries in Africa.
The main concentration for their trip
w ill be AIDS.
According to the Chicago Tribune the
trip comes at a time when, the U.S. government is ambivalent, charitabl e organizations are apprehensive and the American
and European public seems to have forgotten about the seriousness of the disease.
With so many world issues fo r the media
and government to foc us the ir attention on,
the AIDS epidemic see ms to be getting little
attention or concern from the gene ral public.
Thi s was reflected by student responses to th is
year's AIDS Awareness Week at Co lumb ia.
The weeklong event, whic h strove to raise
awareness among college students, went re latively unnoticed by the majority of Columbia students. The opening day was notable for the Jack of
student participation. Th is shows a growing trend
among younger age groups who thi nk HJ V is no
longer as much of a problem as it once was.
" I had hoped for a better turnout," said Victoria
Shannon, the director of the Office of Gay and
Lesbian Student Affairs, when speaking at the
Columbia Annual Observation Awareness Week in
December.
"These are our students," Shannon said. "Educating
them about HI V is our responsibility because adequate
information about HIV is sti ll not reaching young people,".
The data behind HIV infecti ons is perhaps more shocking than most young people think.
According to the U.S. Census Bureau's HI V database.
850,000 people are infected with the virus in the United States
alone, with 40,000 more Americans becoming infected every
day. Half of all new infection cases are in people younger than
25.
Another speaker at the event, Shelly Ebberts, talked about the
stance the United States takes when asked to give money to
tight the spread of HIV. She pointed out that whi le response to
the Sept. I I tragedy, which claimed around 4,000 lives, has

raised $80 bill ion, the U.S. government only donates $200 million to help tight g lobal AIDS, a virus wh ich has killed mi llions. Ebberts says this is a direct res ult of peop le no longer
rea liz ing the fu ll extent of the AIDS prob lem.
According to Dennis Harkey, who spoke on beha lf of
Positi vely Aware, a nationwide organization that provides s upport for HI V patients who need ass istance, 25,000 people are
infected with the virus in Cook County. According to him
the di sease has shifted from a predominantly gay white
ma le disease, to a young African-American's disease
affecting both ma les and fema les.
"The disease has shifted to a hi storically disenfranchised segment of the popu lati on who have
a Jack of funds to combat and ed ucate people
on the subject," he said.
While the number of HI V infections in
Cook County is shocki ng, it is nothing compared to the number of cases in Africa,
where as many as one third of the population is infected.
The opportunity a rock star like Bono
has to comm unicate with millions of
yo ung people who idoli ze him is one
that offi cials in the U.S. government
and in the tight against A IOS sho uld
capitalize on.
Although it was reported in the
Tribune that they differ on the focus
of the trip and how to change, Bono
doesn't seem to be just another
celebrity try ing to help a fashi onable cause. Likewise, O ' Neill
shows a lot of foresight in allying
himself with Bono and the
younger generat ion he represents.
If they can focus the ir combined status to concentrate on a
certain issue like AIDS, they
stand a chance to do a lot of
good, and to re vive the government 's and the pub lic' s
interest and commitment to
the AIDS epidemic.
A s imple way students
can directly respond to
thi s commitment is to
become more aware an d
by going out to show support and interest in next
December's AIDS Awareness
Week.

Whenever the topic of welfare comes up in poli tics there
always seems to be a debate between Democrats and
Republicans. There is no doubt that Pres ident Bush's proposed
we lfare reform p lan will bring more heated debate between the
two parties:
On Sunday, May I 2, the AP reported that "the bulk of fe dera l housing money is targeted, by Jaw, to the poorest
Americans ; under the administration proposa l, that rule co ul d
be waived."
By waiving this rule, states will be able to put the money
where the votes are: middle-class America. Instead of t"P
underpri vileged receiving the money, po litics wi ll take over,
giving the money to the not-so-needy.
One of the most debated issues of the we lfare plan is the
harder work requirements that wo uld be forced upon welfare
recipients. By 2007, Bush wants 70 percent of we lfare recipients to work 40-ho ur weeks. In theory, th is sounds like a good
idea, because when people work they do not depend on welfare.
The reality is that low-skilled workers are not in high
demand. Peopl e are on we lfare for ma ny reasons, and the
notion that 70 percent will have to work 40 hours a week is
mi nd-boggling.
In an economy that has weakened, it is hard for experienced,
educated workers to find j obs. Ho w is it that less educated,
Jess experienced workers wi ll find a job that will enable them
to support a family?
According to an editorial in the Chicago Tribune on May I 2,
" Welfare recipients who go to school or partic ipate in other
work-re lated acti vities full-time would have to work at least 24
hours a week. The remain ing 16 could be spent in j ob train ing,
GED classes or workfa re jobs."
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Currently, Illino is al lows we lfare recipients to spend one to
two years in "specialized training, vocationa l or college degree
programs a imed at placing them in higher-pay ing jobs,"
according to the Chicago Tribune.
By giving peop le an opportunity to educate themse lves to get
a better jo b, there is a better chance that they will want to get
off welfare. Instead o f making people work more hours at a
low-paying j ob, Bush sho uld foc us on education and tra ining.
The req uired 40-hour workweek causes another prob lem:
childcare. If parents are working, then someone must watch
the ir children.
"The Center for Law and Social Policy estimates the new
requ ire ments cou ld end up costing states $8 bill ion in new daycare expe nses over the next fi ve years if case loads ho ld
steady," according to the Chicago Tribune.
Considering Illinois is currently in a budget crisis, the state
can not a fford to take on the costs of c hildcare. Taxpayers will
get stucK paying fo r childcare.
Bush a lso thinks that by getting married, people would have
a better chance of getting off welfare.
" Bush wants to provide $200 mill ion in federal money,
matched by $ I 00 million from the states, toward promoting
marriage," accordi ng to the Chicago Tribune.
When did it become socially acceptab le for the government
to promote marri age for economic benefit? The $300 mi ll ion
the government spends on promoting marr iage can be used
more productively.
"There is no credible evide nce so far to say whet her such
government e ffort s succeed or fail, so this is a $300 mi ll ion
experiment," accordi ng to the Chicago Tribune.
The AP reported, "[Bush] noted that since the 1996 law was
s igned, 5.4 mil lion fewer people-2.8 mi ll ion of them chi ldren- Jive in poverty." If the 1996 Jaw has worked so we ll ,
why does Bush want to change it?
Vermont Go v. Howard Dean, a Democrat, sa id it best: "This
bill is a step backward. It is not welfa re re form. It is politics."
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COWMBIA'S VOICES
School facilities not up
to snuff
I am a senior Cinematography stud~nt hoping to shoot a 35mm shon film
t<l repr~s~nt Columbia College in festi' al s. If I knew it would be a terrible
experience like this. I would have
ne' cr d0ne it.
The reasons for that arc : First. inexperienced people were assigned bv
instructors. I \\as screwed over.by
another group that didn't get any punIShm ent "hatsoc' cr and the humiliating
attitude of the inst ructor.
The projects are all under the
Special Studies II c lass. "here you arc
dSsigncd "ith other kc~ po>itions from
other classes to shoot a 35mm film .
The c inematographer is also an exec uti ' e producer and has to finance the
film The first person I "as assigned
'' tth \\3S a unit production manager
"ho didn't do an~ thing. The last thing
he >aid to me "as that. he didn't "ant
to come to a meeting because he \\aS
too laz,. So I fired him The second
person· , got to "orI,. "ith "as a producer" hu didn't do·"" thing and his
" o rk "a> done b' me. again~ \\'hen I
\\anted to fire hi1;,, I \\a; told that I had
to \\ork "ith h im because this " as a
C<lmbined class proJeCt The third person that I eot. "ho "a> the "orst. "as
the sound gu~. lie thought he cou ld
plug the 'agra into the Pana' is ion
camera and also hasn't "orkcd on an'
ti lm before but "as ass1gned to a
·
35 mm ti lm . While shoo~ng. he didn't
put the le' er do" n on the t\agra. "hich
resulted m not recordmu an ' sound fo r
a \\hole da\ - this meant thin all the
tilm that I shot "as usel ess and
garbage.
Second. the fir.t da' of the shoot.
the camera " as supposed to be brought
:o me at 9:30 p.m .. but ended up commg to m~ apanment at I .15 in the
morning. The ere" of that group a lso
called me an d made fun of me sa) ing
thmgs hl-.e-" Don't \\ OIT) "e ha\C
) our camera." laughed and hung up I
tned se' era! times to reach them. but
the) didn't respond tom) ca lls at all
Due to this. I couldn't use the equipment that I rented and paid for I had to
also cut mam shots that \\ere realh
unponant to ·the stof) . Roben Buchar
and \l ichael Caplan told me that the
group v.ould lose their camera pri' ileges, but nothing happened and the)
are scheduled to shoot thei r final scenes
"'hereas I lost monc) and time .
Third, from the da) I entered the

class, Rick Coken a lways sent messages
to our class that we had to be professionals. As it turned out, he wasn't one.
lie told me that he wouldn't accept any
drafts that are not color-papered or
dated and he made clear that that 's how
it is in the professional business.
llowever, we are students, and we are
still in the learning process. I submitted
the shooting days three months prior to
the shooting. be ing professional about
it. but I was the last one to get a sound
guy- two weeks prior to the shoot.
Whereas people shooting atler me had
their sound guys months before.
Moreover, as we were shooting, it
turned out that no sound guy was scheduled for a Sunday shooting that we
clearly stated three months prior to the
shoot. When my assistant director wanted to find a sound guy for Sunday, Rick
Cokcn talked down to my crew, sayi ng
that he would take the Nagra for good
from Thursday night if we kept requesting it. On top of these things. he sent us
an inexperienced sound guy who didn't
record an) thmg. T hi s cost us a da) 's
worl,. and film and money.
I spent mone) to rent equipment to
usc but cou ldn 't because of another
grou p that wasn't punished . I lost the
whole da) 's \\Ork because of an inexperienced >ound gu) "ho was sent to my
set. R1cl-. Coken talked down to my
ere \\ e\C r) chance he got and I lost
monc) and time because of the inexpen enced people that I had to v.ork with .
F mall) . these people I paid di shon ored me . I lost a film that I paid for and
I am frustrated. I just want ) ou to kno\\
that I came to this school "ith a dream.
\\hlch \\US becoming a fi lmmaker and
representing Columbia. This June. I am
graduatin g and m) parents arc coming
to >ee me. th in kmg that I had a good
education. I am going to "all.. for them.
mal-.c them think that I am really happ)
and take my diploma. After they lea' e. I
am going to burn m) diploma and
resent the )Cars I spent in thi s co llege.
- Erol Beraba/Reader

Morris guided students
Fd Morris v.as m) teacher and graduate
ad\lser m the Media Management depanment I lis un1que st) lc of tough love
helped me finish my final project
lie was one of a kind and was ccnainl)
"full of it" ("it" being hfe . lo ve and spunk).
-An~tela

ArndtJAiumn•

New student
publication is ready to
work with students
I appreciate the well-written piece
on the ongoing process to bu ild an
await ing new campus publication. The
RAW staff will appreciate suppon and
acceptance from all of the established
student organizat ions as well as the
print/broadcast mediums within
Columbia College Chicago, i.e Echo,

Chronicle, WCRX, Adcult, AEMMP,
Columbia Poetry Review, Launchpad,
South Loop Review, "600 South,"
Calhoun Press, CCEN, Glass Roots,
Hair Trigger, Music Alive,
"News beat," and others. Again, on
behalf of the RAW Multimedia Student
Organization We look forward to
working with everyone! Kudos to the
writer and contributing Chronicle staff
members!
- Keanya Toran/Junior

SGA is ready to meet the
challenges of student
government
In the May 13th issue of the

Chronicle, I was both pleased and anxious to see an editorial noting
Columbia's newly minted SGA must
" meet its responsibilities." As a member of our new SGA. I would like to
respond to some of the concerns
expressed by the Chronicle and by
Columbia students .
It is true that there will be a slight
increase in the student activit) fee to
pa) for the SGA in the fall, and that
there is a slight tuition hike. The members of SG A were not directly involved
in either of these. but cenainly we v. ill
strive to see the money is best spent
making Columbia more responsible to
the needs of individual students. I cannot speak for my fellow SGA members.
but I am glad Columbia stayed within it
means and did not enact a double-digit
increase in tuition for fall 2002. Like
man:- o f) ou, I find it difficult to make
ends meet and still have mone) in the
fall. As man) of you have read, we've
been active both publicly and behind
the scenes to ensure funds like the
MAP grant will not be eliminated in the
fall . Man) students may have noticed
the sense of outrage that the SGA at
Southern Illinois University expressed

when their tuitio n was increased by
nearly 20-percent. Hopefully, this will
serve as a recommendation to school
boards not to raise tuition too drastically in the future.
Second, we would like to encourage
an open environment where mo re students get involved in their schoo l. The
SGA constitution requires that meetings
be open and public unless the members
vote for a special closed session.
Accordingly, I would welcome students to attend o ur meetings in the fall.
At this point in time, SGA is in its
infancy and members like myself are
working to orientate ourselves with the
chain of command (so to speak) at
Columbia. In September, we will be
expecting several vacancies to the
SGA, including senators in represent
depanments like Sound, Radio, Dance,
Fiction Writing and so forth . Please
contact myse lf or any other members of
SG A if you're pursuing one of these
majors and are interesting in serving.
Establishing a strong student voice
will take time at Columbia, but I have
full confidence that we can do it. The
2002-2003 academic year will be an
interesting one, and we stand ready to
help you. I would like to thank everyone who supponed my candidacy for
student Senator, and yet you know I
visited every building on campus to
familiarize myself with our diverse student body. With the leadership our new
president, Klaas Van Der Wey, and all
of the SGA, the future looks bright.

- Bill M. Leubscber/Junior

Corrections/Clarifications
In the May 13, 2002 issue of the

Chronicle the Exposure photograph
was taken by Zachary Carley not
Michael Schm idt.
The Chronicle regrets this error.

Tell us what you think of
what we're giving to you. The
Chronicle would like to bear
from you!
Submit your thoughts on
anything you read in the
Chronicle in a letter to the
editor.

The Columbia Chronicle photo poll
Question: What do you like or dislike most about Columbia?

Mallorle M•c klin
Wrltinl(

~nlorll'lctkm

" I Ult um " K'" haKe. but I
lovt ( f1lumh1a hct.au 'c ul II''
dJ vcr·• II Y"

Marc Tlwra
F r~ahmanf l'hcatcr

" I l1k c how helpful every·
<Hie " 111 the 'I hcutcr dcp:ut
IIIC111 "

Michael McGuth
Junior/Sound
" I clo not like how the school
culcmlnr due~ nut coincide with
other schools, hut I like hcin11 in
the city."

Sh1wn Flemming
F'rcshman/Journa lb m
" I like the cxfl(riencc thnt
teuchc111 hring to the clt1ssroom,
hut I strongly dislike the constunt rlsln11 cost of tuition."

Tho Ocoa
Sophomon-ffhuttr
"The city nnd multiculturnl ntmosphcro: nro: g ro:nt. It is a
rcully 1!1'0:111 nrt school."
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THE COLUMBIA CHRONICLE IS LOOKING TO HIRE
Campus News Editors Commentary Editors
Sports Editors
Arts & Entertainment Editors
Copy Chief
Copy Editors
Assistant Editors
Webmaster
Assistant Webmaster
Photo Editors
Photo staff
Web Video Editor
Advertising Representatives

for the fall & spring semesters.
Interested? Pick up an application at 623 S. Wabash, Rm. 205
If you have any questions, please call Chris Richert at (312) 344-7432.
Students must be in good academic standing and enrolled in the fall semester. For newspaper editor positions, you should
be taking and/or have taken the core courses in Journalism or Photography. Knowledge of word processing and QuarkXpress is
required, but not for all positions. All editors must be available on Tuesday for the College Newspaper Workshop class and
our staff meeting as well as every Friday for production of the paper.
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Columbia alumni shines with jazz debut
By Shannon McEntee
Staff Writer
When Tanya Reed was a child, her mother discovered she had a gift. It was one of
those things that happens unexpectedly,
and had the day's events gone any differently, so might have Reed's future.
Tanya's mother, Linda, was ill that day
and stayed home from work. As she was
recovering, Linda was startled by a spectacular sound emanating from her bathroom . There, she found her daughters
si nging in perfect harmony-she was
blown away by the sound.
Linda quickly went out and found theater
and musical groups to get her children
involved in. They enrolled in the
Conservatory of Music in Milwaukee,
Wis. Then she started a journey that would
bring amazing opportunities for Reed and
her sisters.
It was. at the Conservatory of Music
where the girls met their first mentor,
Melvin Rhyne, the well-known jazz organist.
Later, the group was coined "The Reed
Sisters," and started performing publicly
as much as possible. They were performing one night in a Milwaukee lobby lounge
in I992 when the girls met another mentor:
jazz great Betty Carter Phd. Carter, also a
vocalist, came to see the girls sing and
gave them her business card.
"Five months later, [Carter] brought us
out to New York to be a part of her Jazz
Ahead program. It was a workshop and at
the end we had a showcase. It was amazing," Reed said.
While all of the Reed girls were musically inclined, it was Tanya who had a passion
to make it her life. She feels jazz is a part
of her.
"Music has always been in me," according to Reed. "My father was a musician.
He did R&B. When I met Melvin Rhyne,
jazz is what he does, so that is how I was
trained. He taught me what he knew. I was
lucky because it worked for me. It was
never a forced thing. It became natural to
me, and it is in me-l love jazz," Reed
said.
Now 22, a graduate of Columbia and a
full-time employee in the Hokin Annex,
Reed is independently releasing her first

solo CD, entitled Tanya
Reed Live in C hicago: The
Debut. With nine tracks, the
CD features seven original
songs composed by the Reed
Sisters, a jazz standard plus a
song composed by Rhyne. It
was recorded live in the
Hokin Annex. There is also a
bonus
track,
"Body
Language," which was coproduced by Nate Smith, a
producer on the song
" Heaven Can Wait" on
Michael Jackson 's latest
album Invincible.
According to Reed, releasing the CD was a family
effort. With the cooperation
of her sisters and mother, she
organized every aspect of the
project's development. Linda
Reed worked by her daughter's side and full y supported
Tanya's endeavor.
"Tanya has a desire to sing
and there was no stopping
her," Linda said, "So we did
this. We made her CD."
Linda feels the album is a
listening CD; too often
today 's music is the exact
opposite of that.
"We need our kids to sit
down and listen. That's the
Photo by Dwayne M. Thomas/Chronicle
kind of music Tanya does and Tanya Reed, who will release a vocal album entitled Tanya Reed Live in Chicago: The Debut on June 8, is
that's the way she wants it. the Hokin's administrative assistant.
Listening gives it longevity,"
"Because her music is different than what to live. Jazz is life; it's creativity. I want to
Linda said.
When Tanya was growing up, her mother is mainstream today, my hope is that peo- create music without doing what has
tried to give her every opportunity possi- ple can really connect with it, and with already been done. I feel it is my responsi Tanya. Her music can have that effect on bility to make it my own so it can live. I
ble.
"Most kids are creative. To educate is to one's inner person, and I hope that connec- want people to see it's not dusty- its
now," Reed said.
give them the opportunity to search and tion is made."
Tanya Reed's CD. Tanya Reed Live in
Reed describes her musical style as jazz
touch everything they can. Tanya is talentwith some soul and R&B, along with a lit- Chicago: The Debut, will be released on
ed and she has a desire," Linda said.
Latish Reed, Tanya's sister, helped select tle hip-hop. She is influenced by a wide Jun e 8 at her CO-release parry, 1561 N.
the material, packaging and other creative range of artists, from Bi llie Holiday and Milwaukee Ave., on the third floor at 8
Marvin Gaye to Lauryn Hill and Angie p.m. The first 100 people receive a free
aspects of the release.
copy of her CD. The cover charge is $10,
"Tanya always had a gift. Music is her Stone.
"With this CD, I want to be able to share and includes food, live entertainment and
focus. The rest of us wanted to do other
things, but Tanya always wanted to do my talent. I do the best I can and I hope the a performance by Reed. The CD will be
music. It's what she wants to do and what audience sees that. ·I hope they feel a lot of available at Dr. Wax and Jazz Record
Man. For more information check our
she wants to become. Everything else is healing and love," Reed said.
"Jazz is a classical art form, but I want it www.tanyareed.com.
done around her music," Latish said.

Hair Trigger 24 highlights best fiction writing
Hair Trigger 23, won the Gold C rown Award fro m the
Columbia Scholastic Press Association over 155 ot her
magazines.
"This has been our first first-place [award] for a couple of years," Shi flett said. "Mostly, we take second
place because we don't have a lot of graphics and they
mark us down. When we win our award, we win it solely for content."
T he Fiction Writing department also took home firstplace awards in three individual competitions:
Traditional Fiction, Experimental Fiction and Creati ve
Nonfiction. Columbia swept first place in every categories they entered.
"Some magazines do it with $20,000 or $30,000 in the
production," Shiflett sai d. "We do it on a rather minimal budget and still win. The quality of writing is
superb."
Some of the recent alumni from Columbia's Fiction
Writing department include Joel Meno, Don DeGrazia
and Chris Burks, who recently recei ved a multibook
publication deal.
DeGrazia is sti ll in the process of working out a movie
script for his book American Skin, which was conceived
with the Story Workshop method.
"The department is really pos itioned to make that next
big jump," Shiflett said. 'These are exciting times and
we hope the whole
school enjoys that and
takes pride in that."

By David Arter
Staff Writer
How often have you wished you were a published fiction wri ter?
It's easy to admire the authors and their
processes: creating a story, breathing life into a scene
and constant ly conducting themselves in a manner that
seems so much more analytical and cynical than o urs.
Columbia's nationally recognized Fiction Writing
department celebrated the release of Hair Trigger,
Friday, May 10 in the Hoki n Gallery.
The Hoki n Gallery was crowded beneath its high, open
ceil ings, humming with mingling amongst the growing
audience who anticipated the commencement of the
release of Hair Trigger 24.
The new Hair Trigger, the 24th anthology in the awardwinning series published by the Fiction Writing department, is a magazine that showcases some of the best
material from the past year's story workshop program.
"We are now one of the pertinent programs in the
country," said Shawn Shiflett, coordinator of facu lty
development in the Fiction Department. "The types of
things that are written here are unparalleled by other
programs."
The story workshop approach originated from professor John Schultz and is applied in the department 's core
classes.
The Fiction Writing department is one of the original
programs from the restructure of Columbia in the
1960s.
Schu ltz, the originator of the story workshop approach,
started what was called the English Writing department,
which later split to become the Fiction Writing department.
"All the work in Hair Trigger is a testimony to John's
approach," said Shiflett. " We pride ourselves in that."
In a profi le of the Fiction Writing department, it states,
"The Story Workshop method emphasizes permission
for and development of each student's own unique voice
and story content."
Randy Albers, chair of the Fiction Writing department,
opened the receptio n.
Albers anno unced that the new issue's predecessor,

Photo by Jeff T. Wahl/Chronicle

(Above) Fiction chair Randy Albers speaks at the H11ir
Trigger release party, May 10, In the Hokin Gallery.
(Right) The Award-winning H11ir Trigger 23 and the latest
addition, H11ir Trigger 24.
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Siskel Center to premiere

MCP's 'Mouming Wall'
symbolizes society's \WOngs
By Ryan McGady
Staff Writer
As vou approach Ellen Carey 's "Mourni ng
\\'all .'' vou may think it is mere ly decoration to
take the space of an exhibit in the making. But it's
not. The wall covered from floor to cei ling w ith
dec.~ying silver paper panels is _actually a differe nt
perspective of both the camera s use and what the
human eye can interpret.
.
In actualitv. Carev's creation is a collection of
100 negative frames' produced with ala rge-fonnat
Po laroid fi lm used in a 20-b~ -2-1 inch ca mera. She
has taken pictures that at tlrst glance appear to
ha\ e no subj ect matter at all. except for the everc hanging splotches of light that cove r each ~ctal 
looking panel. They are arranged carefully mto a
large rectangular grid on the north " all of the
galle" ·s third floor and " ere actually created m
- .e" \ 'ork Ci~ prior to the millennia! celebrations.
Ho"e' er.this e~hi bit is a step a\\ ay from normal
photographic art and a leap to." ard . sol.~1cth!ng
much more metaphonc. " \1ournmg \\ all. "h1ch
"..s produced for the Real :\rt \\'a~ s galle<: 111
Hanford Conn.. is actuall ~ designed as a lamentation for all the sutrering .1nd loss our soc iet~ has
e' perienced 0' er the last 1.000 ~cars

I Muddy Walels dowmentary

Carey has e nabled the photographic negatives to
take up a much deepe r meaning than a photo perhaps ever could. The gray mess that exists in each
panel sy mbolizes all that has gone wrong over our
society's recent history, and after the events of
Sept. II the piece has taken up an e ~hanced
meaning. The faces o f the thousands k1lled . on
tha t tragic day in September are h1dde n deep within the spec kles of originality upon each panel.
Eac h fram e is spec ifica lly placed in order to create " sequential s hifts of v is ua l nuances."
l lowever, the compos ition is changing every day
due to the artwo rk 's unstable make-up. The
che micals used to produce the panels actually will
cha nge the exhibit s ignificantly before the d 1splay
leaves town on May 18. In other words. because
the photographe r c hose n ot to use t~e fix er to stop
the oxidation process. 11 w1ll continue to morph
into a new rendering until it becomes fully. ~X I 
d ized. In some respec ts th1s c reates a h vmg
me morial to all those " ho have passed on due to
d iseases or disasters.
Care' has ne, cr been a conventional photo art ist.
She has ah, avs chosen d i>is ions o f abstraction
and the deniai of con' entional representation to
>~ mbolize the deep metaphors she " ishcs t.o
c~press
Pre' iousl ~ on dis p ia~ at Columb1a s
;\ 1uscum for Contcmporal) Photograph~ " as her
much
more
personal
piece. " 13 irthda~ Portrait."
Thi s di sp la~ "as composed to honor the an ist \
father. mother J.nd brother.
"ho .111 pJ.SScd a" a~ '"th'" .1 month of their b lrthd:l\ <
· \lournmc HtJ!I .. h til
no lom:.~..·r f,~· on cluplcn
•Ill<" I fu1 I ' l>ur C<lrt'l J
plw tol!raph'i
nm
h ...·
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By Celina Sumner
Staff Writer
Journalist and documentary fi lmmaker Robert Gordon will be in
town Wednesday, May 29, at the
Ge ne Siskel M usic Center for the
premiere o f his film " Muddy Wate rs
Can't Be Satisfied," which will air
on PBS as part of the "American
Masters" series next season.
The 54 minute docume ntary, produced in conjunction with Gordon's
biography Can i Be Satisfied: The

Life and limes of Muddy

Wate~s

(Little Brown ; May, 2002), IS
described as a funny, personal, and
emotional ponrait o f the blues artist.
Gordon's public ist, Shannon Byrne,
said the biography-in collaboration
with Little Brown, Borders Boo~
PBS American Masters, and the 19t
annual C hicago Blues Festival (dedicated to Waters this yea r}--is a multidimens ional event.
The comprehensive docume ntary
includes s tories of those who kne w
Waters and significant m usicians
"ho helped shape the blues culture.
including Keith Richards o f the
Rolhng Stones (" ho named their
band aticr a Waters song) and
Chicago blues great Buddy Guy.
Waters. "hu "as born :vlcKinley
\ 1organ1ield to a sharecropping fam11~ Ill \I ISSISSippi. got his mckname
h.:cause he lo' ed to pia: near a
mudd' creek Although he did not
learn ho" to pia: guitar until. he "as
1,_ Waters mflucnced an enure generation ol Ch1cago blues artists in the
l'l50s and l%0s. as "ell as British
and Amencan rock · n · roll artists.
Waters not onh ml\cd old and ne"
blue'. but he - also hnked deep
\I ISSISS1pp1 blues to hard-edged.
clcctnc Ch1cago blues that helped
tr.tnSfonn the sound
W.ucrs broke 11110 Ch1cago ·s blu<-s
<ec11<: "l~en he lei\ Mississippi in
1<).11 I lis bil!l!cSt impact occurred

from 195 1 to 1960, with what some
call the greatest collection of blues
recordings ever made, including
origina l songs " Got My Mojo
Working" and "Mannish Boy."
The Grammy award-winning blues
artist was inducted into the Blues
Foundation Hall of Fame in 1980,
and died of a heart attack in 1983.
Gordon conveys Waters' life
through film clips that s pan a quarter
century and through interviews with
family, c hildren, ex-spouses a nd
other m usicians.
Gordon, who lives in Memphis,
Tenn. with his w ife and two children, has wrinen for major music
magaz ines in the United States and
Eng land a nd a lso di rected the
award-winning b lues documentary
"A ll Day and A ll Night," featuring
B.B. King and Rufus Thomas.
The preview screening will take
place at the Gene Siskel Music
Center, 164 N. State St. on
Wednesday, May 29, at 8 p.m.
Gordon and his co-director will be
present for a n a udience di sc ~s ion .
The re will also be a book s1gnmg
for Gordon 's biography, which can
be purchased during the event or at
Borders Books, 150 N. Sta te St.
The screening kicks ofT the 19"'
Annual Chicago Blues Festival in
Grant Pa rk, which runs May 30
throu!Zh June 2. Chicago hosts the
largeSt free admission blues festival
in the "orld with s ix stages. 70 performers and an estimated attendance of more tha n 500.000 people

For more mformarwn on the prescrecnmg o( "Muddy Waters
Cun t B!! Satisfied. ·· call the Gene
S1skel .\ fustc Center at {3/l) 846~800
The ~00~ Chtcugo Blues
Festtval brochure is available
through the Jf<Jyor s Office of
Spectal £vents. which can be
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'Star Wars'
Continued from Page 20

By lasha Seniuk
TnbunejKnight Ridder
Aries (March 21-Apri120). Lovers and close friends may~ unusual.req~
early this week. Before Thursday waroh for
Jevel of~ m love relanonsh~ps.
Intimate communications 11re on the .rise
ne~ few days. Expect loved ones to
now explain past relationships in d
..
for emotional support. Some Aries
·
· also encounter a sudden ,Q~·
romantic speculation in their
·.lhire's much to learn and discuss.
Respond only to verified fn:fc .
21-May 20). Letters, impo •
· ents or written agreements may
consideration over the.next eight days. Thoroughly study paperworlc or
permissions for subtle i1;1structions or unexpected limitations. All is well, so not to
worry. Do, however, react quicldy to financial miscalculations or disputes concerning
scheduled events. After midweek relatives or close friends will expect your undivided
attention. Rest and avoid draining discussions, ifpossible; energy may be low.
Geml.nt (May 21-June 21). Long-term relationships willprov1de warmth, secwity
and comfort over the next few days. Monday through Thursday watch for previously
vague home agreements or unsettled relationships to now fit gently into place. Loved
ones or close friends will now offer greater emotional acceptance. Don't settle for anything less. Past family history or unresolved feelings may also be a theme. Openly discuss all ideas, thoughts and memories with Joyed ones.
Caueer (June 22-July 22). Gentle reminders between loved ones will keep you on
the right emotional track this week before Wednesday. Expect close friends and lovers
to. offer subtle clues concerning their needs and short-term romantic goals. Previous
family discussions or recent social agreements may now need to be reaffirmed. Follow
your ~ ~re and realize that loved ones will soon offer added secwity and
1'CVised CO!JUIIjtments. An introspective and enlightening few days: learn well.
'1 Leo (July 23;:Aug. 22). Socilil informa
communications &om loved
o.nes will be pleasing before midweek; 0
days expect intimate relationships to become actively positive and optimistic. A recent period of lost faith in
romance or stalled friendships is no:w endiqg. U~e this time to let others see your
integrity and emotional dedication. After Friday watch also for unexpected business
, contracts or agreements. Remain. cautious, however, small details may be misleading.
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22). Late Tuesday a new wave of romantic attraction arrives
in all key relationships. Expect recently stalled romance to now move forward. Some
Vu-gos will also experience a sharp increase in physical vitality and health. Public
image, appearance and sensual appreciation will be a strong theme for the next three
weeks. After Friday watch also for confusing social information or inaccurate statements from friends. Stay focused; subtle jealousies or power struggles may be at work.
Libra (Sept. 23-0ct. 23). Past relationships, old memories or forgotten family con·
flicts may be bothersome over th.e next few days. Although complex and draining, all
will eventually work in your favor. Before Friday, however, expect the emotional consequences to be high. Friends, lovers and distant family members may now reappear
or demand clear explanations. lronically, personal criticisms may have little to do with
you or your past actions. Stay balanced and wait for clarity from loved ones.
Sco~lo (Oct 24-Nov. 21). Watch business documents and past agreements carefully th1s week. Over the next eight days lost records or yesterday's financial promises may be extremely important to both business and romantic partners. No long·lasting effects can be expected here, so not to worry. Do, however, avoid unnecessary con·
fusion, if at all possible. After Wednesday social invitations will bring exciting
rewards, A recent period of isolation or exclusion will now fade. Don't hold back.
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21). Group social infonnation or unusual workplace
assignments may this week be controversial. ·Late Tuesday expect an unprepared official or bold co-worker to take charge of a difficult project. Much of this may be
reversed by the end of the week. Remai!l calm and play the diplomat. This is not the
right time to be singled out in the group. After midweek gossip or romantic speculation may also be unreliable. Avoid serious discussions and vague social information,
If possible.
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 20). Business negotiations and financial settlements will
be demanding but worthwhile this week. Don't hold back in important work projects
or concerning key paperwork. Over the next few days many Capricorns may be asked
rewrite longstanding agreements or redefine long-tenn business projects. Handle all
details quickly and efficiently. There's much to accomplish in the coming weeks. After
Thursday accept a rare social invitation. New friendships are positive.
Aquarius (Jan. 21-Feb. 19). Wisdom and social timing are now important. Before
midweek watch for a close frienc:l or relative to be highly focused on group dynamics
or recent disappointments between friends. Pace yourself here ai)d watch for subtle
clues. Although your advice is accurate, it may not be welcomed until social triangles
are resolved. Go slow and offer distant support. After Friday finances are promising.
Watch paperwork and fast proposals for new income sources.
Piscet (Feb. 20-Marcb 20). Rest, relaxation and physical health are accented early
(his week. Before early June many Pisceans will develop a greater understanding of
their own emotional and physical patterns. Listen to the wisdom ofthe body and watch
for a surprising new level of confidence and social optimism. Late Saturday stu~y
f'mancial or business documents for unexpected mistakes. Facts or figures may be mts·
leading. A disjointed but rewarding week; stay open to creative challenges.
If your birthday II tiLls week .. .love relationships and business partnerships will
now experience a new level of trust, acceptance and promise. For the past 14 weeks
many Geminis haye felt held back by the emotional demands or vague comments of
others. Now however and continl.ling on over the next seven months, key n:lationships will ~vide ~er enjoyment and serious commitments to progress..Later this
summer watch also for a fast fiiWlcial increase in the form ofshort-term proJects, contract work or unexpecled paymeuts. Don't hold back, Gemini: It's time to begin chasing your dreams.

Jon Jpencet Dlue1 Eaplo1ion
jaml at metto
By Bridget O'Shea
Staff Writer
They're known for speeding up blues
music with fast drums and heavy guitar,
creating a pulsing mix of rock, punk and
blues. Their sound has become extremely
popular in recent years. On Thursday, May
9, the Jon Spencer Blues Explosion drew a
sold-out crowd to the Metro.
The Blues Explosion has always done a
remarkable job of drawing outside the
lines when it comes to alternative rock. In

person, Spencer throws himself into the
music full force, with as much intensity as
he does on record. Although I was somewhat disappointed at the selection of songs
performed, it was still an experience to
hear the rough-edged sound of the Blues
Explosion live.
Playing mostly tracks from newer albums
like Acme and the recently released
Plastic Fang, Spencer was all over the
stage-jumping, swinging his guitar
around with wild carelessness, even curl·
ing up on the floor of the stage as he sang,

See Blues, page 25
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The music industry's new tune: lower CD prices
By Jim Farber

New York Daily News
There's a new marketing mantra in the
music industty: Lower your prices and sales
will soar.
Remilers, executives and analysts all report
a dramatic upsurge in discounted high-profile COs, with prices for a product that
commonly lists between $17.99 or $19.99
going for as little as $7.99to $10.99.
"Eleven out of our top 50 albums recently were selling at very low prices." says Jim
Kaminski, a buyer for Tower Records in
New Yori<. "The cheap pricing has become
a big trend. And companies arc noticing that
it"s pay ing off."
These depressed fees generally aren' t for
superstars like Celine Dion or U2. They're
mainly reserved for developing artists, such
as John Mayer, N.E. R.D .. Norah Jones or
the White Stripes. Such enticements arc
nothing new for " baby" artists in the industzy. The twists come in the number of artists
now getting this aggressive pricing. the
extra promotional effort and the dramatic
results.
Consider R&B singer Ashanti. Already.
she represents a new kind of artist whose

CDs are getting the low-price treatment. with more ways to discount artists to get the industry. Executives at Universal's
True, she just released her first album, but more traffic into stores."
rivals have been grousing that that company
she hardly came into the mari<et an untested
Sometimes this involves lowering the list in particular has been "giving away" its
product. Ashanti's album was preceded by price. More often, the companies offer product, especially in the first weeks of
her vocal or writing credits on four Top 10 rebates to stores as an incentive to lower the release, to get their stars a higher chart posisingles, making her debut the most antici- selling price. The companies are also forgo- tion. Universal representatives declined to
pated album of the year.
ing return fees, so stores don't have to pay comment.
The lower prices can hurt the artists ifsales
Yet, in its first few weeks of release, anything if they send back unsold product.
Universal Records offered rebates to stores
Record companies tested this super-low don't take off. It could lower the royalties
to get them to lower the price. Some pricing system years ago to boost sales of they get, since it takes companies longer to
charged less than half the price of a super- s ingles. In some cases, they went as low as recoup their investment, which counts
star release, helping Ashanti 's album sell 99 cents. Sony was famous for doing this in against what the artist gets paid.
more than 500,000 copies in its opening the '90s with Michael Jackson and Mariah
Mayfield says the results can go either
week. the largest debut ever for a female Carey- two stars they wanted to tout as way. "It's a marketing decision each label
R&B singer.
breaking records for No. I s ingles.
has to make for each artist. They have to
Tower's Kaminski says record companies decide if they think it will be worth it in the
This trend has also greatly boosted artists
such as Mayer, the Strokes, Pete Yo m and have been more effectively promoting the long run, to get an artist off the ground."
Unwritten Law, each of whom has sold artists whose CDs they' re discounting.
Yet if there's some question as to whether
more than 500,000 units of a low-priced "Yo u' ll see them on MTV2, in more maga- a label or artist benefrts from this pricing,
there's one camp that wins: fans.
album. With some artists, such as the zines and in more advertisements."
Strokes, labels have mari<ed up the albums
Yet this aid has also caused grumbling in
once interest has been solid- , - - -- - -- - - - -- - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - ------,
ly seeded.
"There's a general feeling
that CDs cost too much,"
sa ys
Billboard 's chart
maven. Geoff Mayfield.
"The companies are at a
critical point. w ith sales
down. They've had to come

Life moves you in many directions.
Doctor. Teoch.r. CPA.
lawyer. Artist. Producer.
Wriler. Social Worker. firemen.

,._~_..1oi """ n+<-dCXltTI

~ ke As~ti .

N.E.R.O. (shown above) and the Whitt Stripes
Mil rnoA copies of their COs dut to low prices.
Artists

Fun Pa rt-Tome Summer Jobs

DO YOU GET CARDED AT BARS?
ARE YOU A 21 -25 YEAR OLD WOMAN ,
BUT YOU LOOK YOUNGER THAN 20?
$15/Hour
Research Data CollectiOn Spectalists
Unique opportunrty to work part-!lme rn Chrcago thrs
:;ummer as a data collectiOn speo ahst A unrversrty
admrni.SWed. federally funded. research proJect
requrres the partJClpat/On of women. 21 -25 years old
who look younger
Work wei!kends (Friday & Saturday) afternoons and
earty evenrngs only July 12 - Augusl 25 All work to
take place rn the City of Chrcago
No sa~ All expenses paid S 15/H our Must be comfOf'table wonung on drverae. mul1o-cultural settongs
Call1~00~55-1123 before Sunday, June 2nd for job

cte.cr1pt1on and application forma and procedure.

ZC lV is currently seeking PT-Freelanc:e OV
diredon/ecfrtors for a Mri" of notionally
syndicated shows.
Appliconb

MUS! own or hovtJ occo
comoro ond editing .

to

Poy '' $250 por mmu tos brought contonl .
For more in formol•o n, ~IJ nd ror;u m o to :
K.. hmtttfunc tv o r qnd rnn l/ro•HHllO to PO
801

V1 91t

408665 f 11( r:J(JO (J()(}4 0
o ur we b r, tte · www I f' tv

Take AT&T aion9 with you •••
and arrive with up to 4 haurs of calling on usl
It'> lome lo pJon yo<~ r ne•t mov.-who yo<~ 'll room woth, what clo..es you'll toke
how yo<~ " ll tloy m lovch woth oil yo<~r fTiends Asll for AT&T when yo<~ >ogn up for
phone ,.r•o<• ond then odd ohe AT&T Coll•9• Plan.

Here'a what you get with the AT&T Colleg• Planr
• All rJor...:o doal.d dom.•lo< calls ore rutl 7 C o mtnute. o/1 tn.. '"""·
oncludono
slole, on siOie long dosiOnc•. ond local roll coils"
oil for o low monohly ,... · of Sl 95

"""' 10

• Up ,., 4 hovrt of cullinl)

on us - rutl for sogn1ng up

1 ~"" u lf Y""' Al&lt<>o'IJ 0.•..,"<• bllh up 1<> JO MlnuO.• o _,.,lor lou• monoht'
I'I.UI " 1 hnw ,.. ,.....d . ,..,...._. Ca.... wtoh up lo 120 MlnuO.s of dom.>n< con•"Q"
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Blues

CommetciaJ-'Ism' new
force in music in~ustty

Continued from Page 23

managers, mostly in the urban music genre. Ism
has managed to team up with more than 500 artists
and
60 businesses. Service providers include:
Staff Writer
Studio Chicago, Frontline Recording Studios, VIPIsm Sound Recording and Productions-a new TV, 360 Graphics and Print, Dam! and Planet
Chicago music industry conglomerate-will cele- Sounds.
"We are very choosy of the affi liates we work
brate the release of its 13-song compilation album
Audiolsm with a gala on May 23 at the Isaac with," Cole said, "We want everything to be topnotch
quality for whatever price our members can
Hayes Club, 729 N. Clark St. Their first ever party
will be an introduction to the company and prov ide afford."
a venue where members and ,.----:=:-:--,.--------,
By linking up all aspects of the
non-members can mingle
music industry, Ism helps artists help
with contributors to the
~ themselves by offering one network
music industry.
where they won't be overwhelmed
" We want people to have a
by the decision process. The affiliatgood time and network and
ed businesses offer discounts up to
meet others that have simi15 percent off regular service costs
Jar musical interests as
to Ism members. According to Cole,
them," said lbi Cole, presithe discounts are a tool to entice
dent of Ism.
members to join Ism as well as an
Guests can enjoy a night
indication of how we ll Ism is
of live music, danc ing,
respected in the industry.
dr'nks, copies of Audiolsm ,
" If you come to us, you' ll get the
gift bags, certificates and
best quality service at the best price
prizes-all compliments of
you can afford," said Cole. "The
sponsors like Co lumbia
prices can range anywhere from $15
Records,
Timberland,
Dwayne M. Thomas/Chronicle an hour to $ 100 an hour- with us
Coach,
Guess
and (L toR) Ron and Dink from the Group you can save an average minimum of
Universal.
Hall of Fame, are one of the featured $500. But no matter the price you
Audiolsm will act as a pro- bands on the ISM compilation can afford, you will get the best sermotiona l tool to demon- album.
vice. Everything is about service."
strate how the Ism Sound
For now, Ism deals in Chicago's
network functions. The CD contains a variety of urban music genre. Originally, the company wanturban jazz, hip-hop, rap and R&B from aspiring ed to cater to all types of music. However, being so
artists such as Ha ll of Fame, Andreus and new, they didn 't have the budget.
"We don 't want to misrepresent any artist," Cole
Peanut- all of whom will be at the release party.
The party is open to the public, but Ism hopes peo- said. "So we stuck to what we know."
pie serious about making it in the music industry
Cole hopes that in the future, Ism will spread
will use it to their advantage. " We want people nationally and eventually start to represent other
who are serious about music, and who are serious genres of music.
about networking and making connections to
As for the party, doors open at 9 p.m., with free
attend the party," Cole said.
admission until 9:30. Bring a canned good for
Ism began a little over a year ago under the notion donation to the Greater Chicago Food Depository,
the music scene in Chicago needed unification. and admission is reduced to $10. If you are willAccording to Cole, people have more power when ing to give your contact infonnation at the door,
they are bigger, "All the ideas came together and it you can save another $2. A special VIP section will
just made sense," she says.
be available to those who choose to purchase tickIsm's alliance of talent includes everything from ets. For more infonnation, call (3 12) 391-8129 or
writers and vocalists to entertainment lawyers and log on to www.ismsound.com.

By Maral Karagozlan
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Spencer seemed to lose himself in both the sounds and lyrics of just
about every track. Particularly toward the end of the show, the trio created an intense whirlwind of sound as they accelerated the blues pace
with alternative and punk rock.
For such an intense perfonnance, however, l must say that I did
expect the audience to be a little more into it. There was very little
dancing in the Metro, and what little there was didn't seem to last.
Despite this, the crowd was very enthusiastic. From the cheering and
shouts for requests the presence of dedicated fans was obvious.
The Jon Spencer Blues Explosion put on an energetic and intense perfonnance. Their music has a spectacularly raw and gritty feel that is
unique to the Blues Explos ion. One of the definite highlights of the
show was Russell Simins' drum solo toward the end. Simins is known
for drumming with a powerful and energetic speed, which greatly adds
to the appropriateness of the name " Blues Explosion."
A typical problem many fans have when going to see a show is the
lack of older material. Although this performance was fun and entertaining, I would've really liked to hear them play less from Plastic
Fang and more from Now I Got Worry or Ora nge, my favorite
album.
Most of the songs from Plastic Fang have a slower and calmer pace
than some of the older albums. Although the sound of this album is still
authentic to the Blues Explosion, it does not always have the fast and
driving beat of earlier material. The Blues Explosion has always managed to successfully mesh certain fonns of punk, rockabilly and bl ues
together. The result is a funky mix of heavy, gritty rock 'n' roll with a
strong foundation of old southern blues. This intense, unique, and
experimental blending of genres carried well fro m the record to the
stage.

Zack Caney/Chronicle

Jon Spencer Blues Explosion play songs from their new album, Plastic
Fang, at the Metro on Thursday, May 9.

"SEE THIS SHOW!" -E!Ente~ainmentNews

GROUP
Starting May 5th, new Sunday performance schedule !
SHOW SCHEDULE
Wed +Thu8pm
Fri 7+10pm
s.t 4,7+10pm
Sun 3+6pm

CONTACT JNFORMATlON
Box Office 773.348.4000
~ 312. 902.1500
GroupSales 773.348.3300
rmuabo....Ubltll !!iiiiii!Ei-

BRIAR STREET TllEATRE
3133 North Halsted Chicago

1.800.BLUEMAN
www.b lu eman .com

BLUE MAN GROUP'S DEBUT ALBUM , AUDIO, AVAILABLE EVERYWHERE.

For the lowest student loan payments

( consolidateyourloans.com)
or call 800.233.0542

A better way to start y our future
A loon program guotOfUOd by tho US . ~of Education
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C()l\tlE TO TIIE EN<~LISH DEPARTMENT

IN THE WRITIN<J ()EN'l~ER GALLERY
THE ENGLISH DEPARTMENT WELCOMES YOU TO VIEW
THE INTERDISCIPLINAHY AR~WORK CREATED BY
STUDENTS IN IN'.I'RODUC'.I'ION '1'0 LI'l'EHATURE, POETRY,
AND READING CLASSES.
THE SHOW ALSO E'EA'l'UHES AR'l'WOH.K BY WIH1.'ERS AND
CONSULTANTS FROM 1.'HE WRI1.'ING CENTER.
COME AND HEAR POE'l'RY AND
CREATIVE NON-FICTION READINGS.

JOIN U POll FDDD: INll FIN THI IRNINI or
TBVBJDlY. llY 3D. JODI
t PM UNTIL 7 PM
WHI'l'IN G

( ) J<: N'Pl~H

:n:.~.:l44.H t .:.~u

Sometimes
The Best Way To
Get Advice
Is To Ask!
Please take the time to help us serve you better. Your input will be used by the Columbia Chronicle to improve the paper. Your
response will be held in strict confidence.

As a way of saying thank you for being a reader of the Columbia Chronicle, we are offering four tickets to
Six Flags Great America as the 1st prize, two tickets to Blue Man Group as the 2nd prize and a gift certificate for the Columbia
College Follett Bookstore as the 3rd and 4th prizes for giving us your opinion.
On the Internet Go to •••

www.pulseresearch.com/columbiachronicle
The online reader survey is fast, fun and easy to do. Just type in the Web address and answer the questions. Your opinion is extremely important to us.

COLUMHlA CHRONICL
E ONLINE
------- - -~----
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All prizes offered by the Columbia Chron1cle newspaper. Winners will be selected from all survey respondents In a reader survey being conducted by this paper. One one prize per place will be awarded.
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an exhibition of work by Columbia
College Senior Seminar graduates

Columbia ColleC• Ch._..,

Narrative Arts Center
33 E. Congress, 1st Floor
June 17-28, 2002
Opening reception: June 20 from 5-8 p.m.
Performances: 6:30 pm

28
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Things you should know
alaout gracluaHon•••
• Please arrive at the UIC Pavilion
no later than 1:OOpm and go directly
to the parking garage next to the
building. This is where you will be
lining up to march inside.
• Remember to bring your seating
card to the ceremony. This is very
important. Take the card with you
when you go up on stage. Your
name will be read from the card and
announced to the audience.

Back of Garage

tz

z #650

#675

BP.
1651

• Graduates will be lined up in
numerical order based on the number on your card. Please stay in you
assigned place in line. If you are out
of order, your family will not know
when your name will be announced.
• There are no facilities for any type
of storage. Anything that you bring
with you will have to be carried
through the entire ceremony. There
is no place to store coats, purses,
umbrella, etc.

Pmk

Cards

K

Front of Garage

__j

Line Up Chart

~xckec.y"ev1<.e.sb:au"Y'C:.""-t:

MEDITERRANEAN CAFE

& P

"b

Featuring:
Chicago Style Pan Pizz~
Steaks and Chops
Famous Baby-Back Ribs
Fresh Seafood
and more ...
Family dining with Children's menu
Private Party Rooms Available
Groups up to 200 people
Full Bar Service

OPEN :

MONDAY - FRIDAY

NOON - 7PM

I 0°/o DISCOUNT TO
STUDENTS AFTER

4

224 South Wabash Avenue,
Chicago, IL 60605

312-939-5685

I
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~ Congratulate

Fill out the enclosed fiver, or

Call312.344.

Or Order Online at

www.co umbiachronicle.co

r[
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Be a member of the

Nintendo Street Team

•

Not interested in flipping
burgers all summer?

•

•

If you want to play video games all
summer, go to cool events and get paid doing
it, then this job is for you. To audition, go to
www.nintendostreetteam.com and download a
casting sheet, or stop by any participating
Circuit City location to pick one up. Then, send
it in with a 2-minute videotape telling us why
you should be part· of the team.

Must be 18 or over. Casting
materials must be received
by June 14, 2002. Go to
www.nintendostreetteam.com
for more details.

(Nintendo-)

0

We're looking for energetic
people to be part of the
Nintendo Street Team.

Panasonic

m

The Bradford Group
·
9333 N. Milwaukee Avenue, Niles·, Illinois 60714-1393
847-966-2770 Fax: 847-581-8630 www.collectiblestoday.com

The Bradford Group is an international company and the leader in direct marketing of limited-edition
collectibles. We hire top talent; we support initiative and encourage creativity.
PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATE
If you are an innovative, results oriented individual, The Bradford Group, the world leader in limited-edition
collectibles, has an opportunity for you.

Responsibilities of the position:
Individual is responsible for assisting product development managers in concepting and developing product series
and preparing product for presentation to the company. You will also be responsible for managing schedules for
artists, overseeing contact with artists, and various other administrative and project management tasks.

Skills and qualifications necessary to perform tasks:
BA or BFA degree in Art, Art History, Fine/Studio Arts, Illustration, Product Design, Graphic Design. Strong
internship experience or a minimum of two years experience preferred. Experience in a clerical a nd/or art/craft
environment a major plus. Artistic skills preferred. Must possess excellent organizational skills, strong
communication skills and be detailed oriented. Knowledge of MAC/ PC including Excel, and Word.
We offer a competitive salary and benefits package, as well as a casual work environment.

Please send resumes to: The Bradford Group, 9333 N. Milwaukee Avenue, Attn: Human Resources PK/PDA/CC, Niles, IL 60714. Fax: 847-581-8630. Email: pking@bradfordexchange.com.
Visit us at: www.collectiblestoday.com
We are an equal opportunity employer.
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Classified&
Interested in Entrepreneurial business opportunity that you can build
while you are goi ng to school and
fund your future.
Call Toll Free 1-888-450-2842

Crossword
ACROSS
18·wheelers
Actual
Uh...pardon me
Heron's cousin
Rochester's love
Moral weakness
Philosopher
Josiah
18 Emotional
anguish
20 Actor Menjou
22 Extravagant
scarf
23 Rollaway bed
24 Gilpin of
"Frasier"
25 Hearing organ
27 Scuttlebutt
29 Pans of mollusk
shells
32 Paste-up artist
35 Part of the Arctic
Ocean
39 Unsightly fruit?
40 Choler
41 Of food intake
43 SHO rival
44 Itemization
46 Simple radio
48
lazuli
50 Disney dwarf
51 Singles
53 Miss a step
54 Grade
58 Flipper
60 Baseball hat
62 Natural metallic
sulfide minerals
64 Makes a fool of
oneself
67 Computer
images
68 Had debts
69 Impetuous ardor
70 Erroneous
71 Free admission
72 Monthly payment
73 Actress Burstyn
1
6
10
14
15
16
17

DOWN
1 Fragment
2 Eat away at
3 City official
4 Slant
5 Leak slowly
6 Those doing a
run-through
7 Hurricane heart

AIRTECH Mexico, Carribean $250
Round Trip & Tax Other Worldwide
destinations cheap. Book Tickets
online! www.airtech.com or call
212-219-7000
Apartment for rent, 4rooms. 4725 S.
Seeley, Chgo. 10 minute walk to
Orange Line. 20 minutes
to Loop. Building wired for DSL &
Digital Phone. $600 per month.
Tenant pays utilities.Sorry, no pets.
Shown by appointment. Available
June I. Call 708-839-4221.

Fraternities, Sororities, Clubs,
Student Groups Earn $1,000-$2,000
with the easy Campusfundraiser
three hour fundraising event. Does
not involve credit card applications.
Fundraising dates are filling quickly,
so call today! Contact
Campusfundraiser.com at (888) 9233238, or visit
www.campusfundraiser.com
www.elijahmuhammadbooks.com
FREE CATALOG! The source of
Malcolm X, Farrakhan, and
Muhammad Ali. FREE Message To
The Blackman Quarterly Magazine
with request.
(770) 907-2212

C 200l TribuM Medii Setvlces. Inc:
AIII1Qhts~.

8 Riyadh resident
9 The king of

France
10 One of Frank's

exes
11 Diaphragm
spasms
t 2 Reverberate
t 3 Encounter
t 9 Zesty bite
21 Frenzied
26 Change one's
hairdo
28 C ommon viral

infection
30 In addiUon
31 Mythical marine
animal
33 Hamburg's river
34 Civil unrest
35 Bird's beak
36 Operatic song
37 Answers
38 Aorta, e.g.
42 Peke's bark
45 Can metal
47 Expressing deep
·
personal

Solutions
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emotion
49 Brief times
52 Not so risky
55 Bikini, for one

56 Nerve-racking
57 German
industrial city

58
59
61
63
65

N
3 N 0
S I d
.L
a 3
N 3 lol
V N
I lol
d 1 o
3 0 A
3 N v
S I V<

s

I

d

~

v

1
I 1
lol I

v

8

3 d

a v
0 OJ
lol 0
3

s

Dud
Davenport spot
Ashen
Plentiful
Asner and
Begley
68 Fire

Egg Donors
Needed
• Give the gift of life to an
infertile couple ...
• Our program is completely anonymous
• 24 hour I 7 Day Support

$5,000 Compensation
For information call...

84 7/656-8733
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the most

challenging thing about
college is paying for it.

to

That's where UPS lends o hand, with monoy lor my education, plus good pay and othor
bonoAII, ;,dueling o scMduie that fits my do,,.,.

(/)

Sloody, PoJI.Time .lobs • $8.50.$9.50/hour • Weekends & Holidays Off
Poid Vocations • Considenl Volofk Schedule • Gr.at BeneRts

PACKAGE HANDL.ERS
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ADOISON
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(1400 S. Joll.rson St. • Loop)
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Basement of the Main Building
Open: Monday - Thursday 8:00AM - 6:30 PM
Friday 8:00AM - 3:00 PM
Also visit the

&laSS (urtait~ <aft ,1104 s.

Wabash, and the llokit~ <aft ,623 S. Wabash.

Boardin' with Bill

Burnham Skatepark
0

Progress and pain In Chicago's first
public skatepark

By William Gorski
Contributing Writer
The birth of the first pub lic skatepark in the city of
Chicago-Burnham Skatepark at 31st Street and
Lakeshore Drive-was a long-anticipated necessity for
the city's booming skateboarding population.
Burnham Skatepark, wh ich opened Oct. 14, 2000, is a
20,000-square foot concrete park on Chicago's lakefro nt-about IS mi nutes south of downtown by car.
Under the commission of the Chicago Park District,
Burnham skatepark became a reality. Though longawaited by the publ ic, the park has been targeted by
complaints of fau lty craftsmanship, neglect by architects who a llegedly ignored the skateboarders' exact
spec ifications and disagreement over whether the site
at the 31st Street Beach was appropriate.
Steve Snyder, aka Stev ie Dread, has a long hi story of
skateboardi ng in Chicago and was once a professional
skateboarder for Alva Skateboards during the 1980s.
Snyder was also one of the skateboarders selected to
adv ise the architects on the creation of Burnham.
"Fortunately, I was asked to be a part of getting
Burnham going-which I was honored about-but
when it finally got to the day of cutting that ribbon, to
arrive at that place, it hurt. We were promised [things]
by the architects," Snyder said. Snyder says his
biggest complaints are large seams throughout the
park's surface that catch y~ur wheels, the use of concrete instead of shotcrete resulting in wavy transitions
and the lack of proper scale in certain parts.
- Squinting in frustration, Snyder continued, " I've
never worked with anyone more reluctant to do a good
job.
I mean, these guys wanted to do a job that
sucked. They didn 't listen to anyth ing we advised
them against."
~ "'·'D~ ite Burnham's partial construct ion downfalls,
skateboarders of all ages and races still use the park.
Considering the fact that a skateboard ing park draws
many younger peop le, some have been skeptical of the
park's location on the c ity's South Side.
The community in which Burnham Skatepark is
located is referred to as the Near South Side, in the 21st
District. The 1999-2000 Biennial Report of the
Chicago Police Department shows that a total of 8 147
serious crimes in the 21st District. Of those cri;,es,
4,827 were theft, 727 were assault or battery, 79 were
cnmmal or sexual assault and 26 were murders.
Chris Gent, of the. Chicago Park District and initial
project manager and developer of the skate park, said,
"The reasons they chose that area for the park was
because they were trying to activate areas on the lakefront to draw people down there."
" We knew if we built it they would come," Gent sai d,
in reference to the large population of skateboarders
eager for a park of their own and wi lling to travel to get
there.
"There was some concern internally with the type of
element we were bringing in down there, the unknown
element of what skateboarders are," Gent said. "I
think the skateboarders have really shown themse lves

For reasons out of my control (i.e. the
expansion of the universe), this is
going to be a short SLAPSHOTS!
Possible future Hall of Farner, Jose
Canseco has retired, 38 homers from
500. Yes, you knew that, but did you
know he's plan ning on writing a book?
In his book, Canseco plans on detail ing
his life in the big leagues, and according to the Chicago Tribune, the book
will cover a ll the relevant themes, from
steroids to women, including the story
behind his relationshi p with pop goddess M a donna!
Before you head off to Bar Chi cago
Wednesday night for another installment of Jell-0 wrestling, be sure to
tune into Fox for "Celebrity Boxing
2." Slated to scrap this time are exBear Willia m " The Refrigerator"
Perry vs. 7-foot-7 inch ex-NBA hoop-

Top Left: This disportianate hip to ledge at
Burnham is a perfect example of how not
to build a hip to ledge, but then again professional skateboarder Jarret Barry
knows how to skate just about anything.
Top right: Every good park needs a
handrail. Patrick Melcher stays on his
toes with this healthy backside smith
grind.
Bottom Left: One of the great things
about Burnham is that it has become a
central poi!lt for the Chicago skate scene.
Alan Peterson and the Consolidated Team
came to Burnham last summer and tore
the place a new one.

to be good citizens, good people to have up there ."
Gent said the regular police busts and alleged
crime at the 31st Street Beach has recently been curtailed since the park's construction.
" By putting the element that skateboarders bring
down to the 31st Street beach, it has brought some
resolve to other issues li ke the activities that were
hanging out in the parking lot," Gent said.
Skateboarder Dirk Krasinski, 21, an education student at the University of !llinois at Chicago, said he
spends most of his time outside of c lass at the park.
"I come down here anytime during the day,"
Krasinski said. " I drive my car a couple of minutes
fro m school and I' m here. On days like this, it's
fin e. But when the kids are out of school it's a zoo!"
With six years of skateboarding experience,

ster Manute Bol. "Who Wants to
Marry a Millionaire's" Darva Conger
will slug it out against Olympic gold
medallist and suspected shoplifter
Olga Korbut. Screech, aka Dustin
Diamond, will trade blows with
H orshack, aka. Ron Palillo. And the
night's main event will be between
J oey Buttafuoco and WWF sexpot
J oanie Laurer , a.k.a. C hyna. Chyna
is a last-minute substitute for a member-mangled John Wayne Bobbitt,
who was arrested last week for domestic violence. Bobbitt allegedly bodyslammed and beat current wife J oanne
after she decided not to attend last
week's Los Angeles taping of the fight.
If the shoe fits: Martina Hingis is
suing Italian sportswear manufacturer
Sergio Tacchini for $40 mi llion after
claiming that shoes the sponsor pro-

Krasinski said his da ily skating routine has changed
since Burnham's construction.
"A couple years back, I would be hopping on the
train downtown to skate all the stuff there. Back
when downtown was our only option it was just as
fun. But, nobody else on the streets thought it was
cool-especially the cops," Krasinski said.
Krasinski summed up the importance of Burnham
in a city that has a reputation for being especially
unsympathetic toward skateboarders.
" It's always been tough in this city being a skateboarder. Chicago has always been recognized in the
skateboarding world as one of those big cities that
absolutely won' t stand for street skating," Krasinski
sai d.

vided her were defective and "unsuitable for competition." T he shoes
apparently forced Hingis to withdraw
from several tournaments and may be
partly responsible for injuries currently threatening to end her career.
Speaking of shoes, Pony (remember
those from the 1980s?) will soon be
launching its "Why Not?" ad vertising
campaign, featuring would-be Hall of
Famers Pete Rose, J ack Tatum and
Kenny Stabler . The bill board and
magazine ads featuring Rose are
reported ly slated to start running in
July, the month in which, coinc identally, Cooperstown gossip is at its
peak.
Speaking of Rose, he and J ay
Johnstone are said to be hosting
T BS's "Movies for Guys Who Like
Mov ies" presentation of the 1990

James Belushi classic, "Mr. Destiny,"
the tragic story of Larry Burrows, who
lives his life in regret, wondering what
wou ld have been had he not choked at
the plate in a childhood baseball
game. Upon a closer examination of
his life, Burrows must choose if he
would truly want to change his life or
not.
"I brought them aro und the clubhouse with me on Saturday, and I sa id
that I should put them on cBay and all
the g uys started laughing." That's
Seattle Mariners' reliever J eff Nelson
on his decision to place bone chips
removed from the elbow of his pitching arm on the internet auction site last
week. The bone chips reportedly
received a high bid of $23,600 before
eBay stopped the auction because it
doesn't allow the sale of body parts.
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In only two mmutes Liss has to squeeze a lot of infonnation into the sports report.
process- when not to interrupt someone. That is something you cannot
learn in a class room because you are
dealing with so many different personalities.
I' ve never had any run-ins or problems with someone in the field. The
obstacle is that you might think it's
easy to get a good answer out of these
athletes, but the' ' re not all like Mark
Grace or Tom \\'addle, who are just
anxious to get that 20-second sound
bite on the radio or TV and be really
nice to people.
A lot of times it's hard to convince a
guy to speak v. ith you. After the Bears
lose, it can be intimidating walking up
to this 350-pound man after he has just
got o ut of the shov. er in a c ramped
locker room . lie probab l; wants to go

hug his wife and have some dinner,
while you are just trying to provide for
listeners. You have to get over that
intimidation because they know why
you're there.
Q: What has been the biggest thrill for
you while holding the job that you
have?
A:
Interviewing guys like Michael
Jordan and Ryne Sandberg and other
future Hall of Famers who have come
through town. To be at big games is
always fun because that's where so
much of the sports fan's appetite is.
I've gone on radio stations in New
Zealand and Australia and Canada to
talk about big games.
The bigges t thrill, if you put it in perspecti ve, is that WBBM radio is such a
big pan of C hicago radio, just like

WMAQ was. To be on air on both of
those stations and to have my name on
the list of people who have come
through those places is a thrill. To be a
pan of Chicago is really cool.
Q: Chicago is one of the best-if not
the best- sports towns in the country.
What's it like working in a town like
this?
A: Yeah, it's pretty cool. There's
always somethi ng to talk about.
Whether it's baseball, football or basketball, there's a lways something going
on. Because the teams have been here
so long, there are deep roots here.
Chicago has a tradition of the earliest
days of football and baseball. People
are passionate about it.
If we just give out scores everyday,
that will not fulfill the spon s fan s'
appetites. They want to get the wellrounded picture of what's going on. If
you're giving the nuts and bolts,
they' re not miss ing anything.
Q : You get about a minute and a half
to two minutes to do the spons repon,
depending on the news stories. If there
were two big SpOrts stories going on in
the c ity on the same day, how do you
figure out which story to run and to
give more time to? How do you pick
your stories?
A: You have to run it through the formula. The formula is that the Bears are
probably the most popular team-if
not the Cubs--but they don't overlap
that much. I'm 50150 about giving the
scores [for the Cubs and the White
Sox).
Since l am on in the morning, the
stuff that happened the night before is
what the fans c rave the most, especially if there was a late game. If the Cubs
are out on the West Coast, a lot of people don't know if they won or lost.
During football season, the Bears are
first on Monday mornings.

Q: When you were in school, you were
taking a full load of classes, anchoring
at WMAQ on Sunday mornings and
managing a five-day schedule from 4
p.m. to midnight. How did you handle
that?
A: l sacrificed a lot of my social life in
some cases. My family was pretty supponive. l wasn't able to make that
much money doing it. Waking up early
on Sunday mornings helped because I
was not going out on Saturday nights
and spending my money.
l was hungry at the time. Not that l
am not hungry to get to the top now,
but it's just different with what you
have to sacrifice. When the other
sports guys came in, l wanted to be the
first one there helping them out and
getting to know other people in the station.
Q: When you look at yourself, what
stands out about you over other journalists? What are some of your attributes and what do you think college students can learn from your experiences?
A : In order to be seen or heard by
potential employers, an internship is
the No. l way to get your foot in the
door. If you plan on sending o ut a
bunc h of resumes and getting interviews, that's the tough way to do it. If
you're already there and you call back
on some of the people that helped you
in the past or you help them in different ways, you've already had your foot
in the door through the internships. I
can ' t really stress that enough.
You cannot just get an internship and
show up two days a week just for the
credits. You have to develop relationships with people and find a niche. It
may not be easy all the time, but it
helps.
l was there every day doing the little
things and networking myself. l think
that employers noticed that.

Commissioner appoints group to study L.A.
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Can Jackson lead another dynasty?
0

Lakers look for a three-peat in 2002

0 Sacramento Kings,
Dallas Mavericks fill
rosters with talented
imports
By Rudolph Sanchez
Staff Writer
The Sacramento K in!!s moved on to
the \\'estern Conference-finals last week
after defeating the Dallas Mavericks.
The \\in not on I) sent Dallas packing,
but four othe r countnes of (Mexico and
South Afr ica, German) and Ch ina) saw
thc1r season come to an end. The
Western Conference sem ifinal looked
more like a world champion sh ip than a
Western Conference semi final.
This year's playoffs began with 26
players representing I 7 different countries or territories. Eighteen of the 26
players suited up for a Western
Confe rence squad. During the past few
years the Western Conference has been
far more inclined to pick up international pl ayers. Fore ign-born players are
now making an impact in the NBA after
years of being considered robot ic and
unathletic. The Dallas, Sacramento
series showcased the strong shooting
and ball-handling abi lity of European
players.
All of Dallas' hopes were riding on
Dirk Nowitzki who was the third-leading scorer in the playoffs with 28.4
po ints pe r game before his season
ended. He was also pull ing down more
than I 3 rebounds. Nowitzki, who is
from Germany, was try ing to keep his
team alive while Hidayet Turkoglu,
who hai ls from Turkey, grabbed
rebounds of his own. The Kings have a
couple more globe t rotte r~ of their own.
Ylade Divac, in hi s I 2t season, and
Predrag Stojakov ic lead the Kings to the
number one seed in the playoffs. The
Dallas Mavericks' Jack of an inside
presence is what led to their demi se.
They re lied on maki ng j umpers all season but the Kings were too big inside
and they are movi ng on to face the
de fending champs.
T he other series saw the Lakers knock
out the Spurs . Led by league M VP Tim
Duncan and a I 9-year-o ld rookie Tony
Parker who carne to the N BA from
Fran.ce. Parker led rookies in playoff
sconng more than I 5 points per game.
For the second year in a ro w, the Spurs'
season carn e to an end at the hands of
the Lakers. They had a chance to win
every game in the series. The Spurs
were unable to get any offense go ing
outsi de of Tim Duncan. The Spurs
lacked the go-to guard that the Lakers
have in Kobe Bryant. Bryant carne
through late in games four and fi ve to
grab crucial rebounds and knock down
jumpers.
The Eastern Conference features the
New Jersey Nets faci ng the surprising
Bosto n Celt ics led by Paul Pi erce.
Boston defeated the Detroit Pistons in a
series that was Jess than ste llar. In game
three neither team was able to score 70
poi nts.
Jason Kidd and the Nets ended the
Charlotte Hornets season. Kidd-who
many thought shou ld have won the
league MYP-suffered a gash above his
eye after a mid-coun co llision that
required stitches, but went on to have a
solid final two games. In the final game,
he finished with 23 points and I 3
assists . This was the I lornets' last season in Charlone because they will be
moving to New Orleans in the off season.
The Lakers a re once aga in favored to
win the fina ls but they will have a hard
time with Chris Webber. The Kings are
far too deep for the Lakers to play like
they did against the Spurs. This series is
going to be more exciting than the
Eastern Conference final, but look for
the Nets to top Boston.

•
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In the two years Phil Jackson (Left) has been in Los Angeles, he has taken the Lakers back to basketball's Promised Land.

By Kristin Leonardi
Staff Writer
Isn't it funny how some moments
w il l a lways be remembered? For
instance, my mind always takes me
back to the I 992-'93 NBA Finals.
With 3.9 seconds remaining in the
game, time on ly for one shot.
Normally, this would have been
Michae l Jordan 's forte, however, he
was not to be the hero of this game.
A skinny white guy emerges just
behind the three-point line. He gets
his shot off in nearly the last possible
se.co nd . It goes in, the crowd goes
wild, a nd John Paxson is hi gh-lived
by his teammates. For the first t ime
in my short I 3 years, I fe lt an adrena line rush like no other. I thought to
myself, " Wow, this is what the NBA
is all about."
The men that led the Bulls to their
two-time three-peat were, of course,
Mt chae l Jordan and Sconie Pippen,
and also head coach Phil Jackson and
assistant coach Tex Wi nter. Now,
a fter their amazing run with the
Bulls, Jackson and Wi nter have tackled yet anot her to ugh market: Los
Angeles.
The Lakers may we ll be on their
way to a three-peat of the ir own.
Jackson was named as the Lakers
head coach on June I 6, I 999.
Before Jackson was coach, the
Lakers were a strong team with a lot
of potential. With Jackson as coach,
the Lakers have prevailed as champions.
Mix Tex Winters', triangle offense
with the skills of players like Kobe
Bryant, Shaquille O'Neal and Ph il
Jackson's determination, and you've
got a champ ionship team. The
Lakers are now the hottest NBA
team since the Bulls' reign.
All eyes are currently watch ing the
crushing of the Sacramento Kings
under the dominant hand of the
Lakers. The Lakers are di sliked
because they are from L.A. and symbolize the egos and arrogance of all
that is Los Angeles. They have
nabbed the NBA championship for
two years in a row and have the
rings to prove it.

Previous Lakers head coaches, like
Mike Dunleavy, had many talented
players, but they could not win the
championship. It wasn't until
Jackson was head of the Lakers that
they exploded.
Prior to the I 992- '93 season,
famed head coach Mike Dunleavy
left the Lakers to become head coach
and vice pres ident of basketball
operations for the Mil waukee Bucks.
A door was o pening and the Lakers
were ready fo r someone to step up.
After a string of coaches (notably
Magic Johnson in the I 993-' 94 season) Del Harris landed the prime j ob.
Harri s started coaching the Lakers
for the I 994-'95 season.

The Lakers are now
the hottest N BA team
since the Bulls' re ign.
Althoug h the Lakers made it to the
playoffs, the San Anton io Spurs
wou ld take the series in six games.
For his efforts, though, Harris was
named BA coach of the year. It
was under !farris' guidance that the
Lakers really staned to take shape.
In the I 996-'97 season, the Lakers
were able to snatch up a 7-foot- I
center from the Orlando Magic . His
name is Shaqu ille O ' Neal. With
O'Neal at the helm, the Lakers were
beginn ing to plant the seed that
would eventual ly lead them to win
the coveted NBA championship.
. The Lakers continued to play well
m the seasons throughout the mid1990s. It seemed as if there was
nothing they could do, however, to
get c loser to their dream. For the
1998-'99 season, Del Harris was
ousted and assistant coach Kun
Rambis took over.
Despite the corporate comings and
goings, the Lakers were becoming
the team to beat. From O'Neal, to
the Jordan-esque Bryant, the team
was a force to be reckoned with.
Jackson took over the job of head

coach from Rambis for the I 999- '00
season.
Along with Jackson came new
ass istant coaches Tex Winter, J im
C leamons, (who played for the
Lakers in 197 1-'72 season) Frank
Hamblen and ho ldo ver Bi ll Bertka .
These men make up o ne of the most
expe rienced coaching staffs in the
N BA.
Now the Lakers are the team they
a lways should have been, thanks to
Phil Jackson. Jackson is revered in
C hicago as the man that brought
glory back to us.
Chicago has been losing for far too
lo ng. From the Blackhawks to the
C ubs and White Sox, Chicago
deserves a powerho use.
Jordan, Pippen, Paxson, I lorace
G rant, Bill Cartwright, and B.J.
Armstrong, all epitomize champion
basketball players. Today we can
see that talent all over the NBA- in
players like Allen Iverson, Tim
Duncan, Steve Nash and many more.
The nucleus that binds the Lakers
together is the same thing that bound
the Bull s together: great leadership.
The media often crit ic izes Jackson
for bei ng arrogant and cocky but
isn't that what makes a good coach?
The Lakers team is banl ing many
affiictions this year. O'Neal's
numerous injuries are keeping an
otherwise unstoppable center from
perform ing up to par. Bryant, llor')
and Fox have all been banling their
own mJ unes.
Despite a ll the odds stacked
against them, the Lakcrs arc do ing
what they do best: defending and
scoring with everything they've got.
And what they 've got is currently the
best-assembled team of players and
coaches that anyone can ever want.
Thanks to Jackson and his counterpans, the Lakers arc no w once-again
the dream team the Bul ls once were.
Instead of player-hating L.A., we
Chicagoans shou ld rally behind
Jackson and the Lakcrs.
Jackson has traveled a ll over the
country, bringing success with him
wherever he goes. From his days as a
player in ew York and Chicago and
then L.A ., Jackson is indeed his own
special breed.

Columbia grad making airwaves
0

WBBM-AM sports director and morning anchor discusses his career journey

Josh Liss updates the people ol Chicago on WBBM·AM. one ol the city's top-rated news stations.
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..:ould u'c a produce r." I h:od no cxpcri ·
cncc.
I alway< read hook' and I alway< read
ncw<papcf\, •o I put two and two togeth ·
er on my mond. " I am famohar woth the
fie ld from a vrewer'< slandpoint. I know
•pom. I lo ve spons. <O why nor get the
nut < and boll.\ of JOurnalism down'"
Q: What made you choose Columhia
after comong 10 that conclu.,on?
A : I was aboul to go to Ball State
l 'nover.. ry hccau<c r heard they had a
great TV/Radto depanment and do that
whole college thong . hut I had a meeting
woth AI Parker lie paS<ed away about
two year< ago
lie w:" one nf the
founder< nf the college and the
TV/Radon tlcpanmenl. lie cnnvonccd
me to go to C'olumhoa on a mcctrng wrth
me and my parent•
Wh:ot w nvonccd me wa< when he .:11d:
" Where dn ynu want to work one tl.oy'!
( )q you w.mc In li . Cnrt out 111 nnwhc rr ,..
llavong !(fiiWII up on Sknkoe .ond lovm~t
;oround C'hot .ogu .oil my hfe. I w,urtCllto
he on C'hot ilj(ll or New York lie pumtnl
ou r th.11 rhr re"'- hen .ore tmm the .orr.o
.ororl .orr wnrkllolli on the foc hll . .ond tl"' o<
w hr t r the mtr rndup' nrc nvnd.thlr
rh;ll W," prrtt y .IUr,ll.II VC' to 111C
I wa~ not r.t)t!C"r to llvr .11 homr
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dent. you· re not going to get into every
game. hut through the internship< you
can get clo<c to these products.
Here in Chocago. there's a vobrancy
and ot can be ontimrdating to people who
have been in smaller markets-even
though they have chc experience. The
fact that you arc on Chicago and you
have the opponunitie' for internships.
you break down that wall of intimtdatoon
and you get to network righl away.
Q : After you gradWlted from Columbia.
WMAQ and The Score offered you JobS.
Why dod you decide to stay at WMAQ'?
i\ : I chose them hec:ousc they gave me
my fif"t <hot. They stuck with me . :ond I
dcc rdcd to 'lick woth them. I was stoll
t:okong n couplr nf cla.«e< nnd I wa< not
gnong to <t:on workong full· trme until
th:ot <llll\lller.
I had the npponumty Ill~~~ to Plnttt•volle
IWi<. l Ill t·ovcr the Bcaf\. I 'Jll'llt five
and n h.olf wed,< up lht·n: t•m•ennl! the
learn amlot w,l< my tir<t hr ~ ·""~nment .

Q : Can you give a summary about how
you wound up at WBBM?
A: I was doing afternoons at WMAQ.
and the spons director at the time was a
guy by the name of Brian Davis wbo·s
had various broadcast jobs in Chicago.
The guy who was doing morning sports
over here was leaving to take another job
and Brian. who used to worlc here. was
nice enough to put in 11 recommendation
for me.
Q : In your career so far. can you name
a few unexpected obstacles or surprises
that you have encountered that a classroom could not have prepared you for~
A : You need to know how to hold your
own when you nrc out in the field
bec:ouse journalists arc territorial and
they muy not welcome a new foc-e in the
press box or out in the field. You need to
leum the ins and outs of the interviewing

